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FOREWORD'

OK

Pgitical Responses AgingAkg represehts what we hope wiflbe a long
,

it

series conferences on different issues in gerontology jointly sponsor-
ed by. e University.of Georgia and Georgia State University. Our plan
il4to alternate these.conferences be'ween the:caMpuses;-thd gecond
itn 1 Georgia' conference'on aging will be held at the University of
eo gi in Athens in April of 1975.

Biting transcripts of.tape'recordings7-without gaps - -is a laborious
busines , and,I wish to express thanks to Norma Reed, Kathy Purcell, and
Debbie,Clarke for their assistance in the preparatiqn of these proceed-
ins. Also, thanks should go to Beverly Stephens and Howard Openshaw of
Georgia State University for their help in putting this conference to- ."

ge64: Recognition should go to the cooperating organizations that did
so' much work on this program:

,

Georgia pepartmen of HumanResources; Office of Agri,
American Associatilm of Retired Persons--National Retired

Teachers Association
fa Georgia Gerontology Society

National Caucus on,Black Aging
National Council on the Aging
Senior Citizens Services of Metropolitan Atlanta

Special thanks, of course,. shoul4' go to ;the star of the show,

Maggie Kuhn, the leader of the Gray Panthers. We hope that we have.set
down an accurate record of her predentation to the cqnference; the
reader will fired Chapter Six of these proceedings to be a remarkable
document. Maggie ik a remarkable person, and she represents all that
is admirable in the generation of.older Americans.

41
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INTRODUCTION

In this volume are the papers presented and recommendationg made
by the first annual4Georgia conference on aging held May 9,710, 1974,
at the Urban Life Center on.the Georgia State UniversitTcampus.

Anannuia Georgia conference on aging was 'initiated and.was
sponsored by,Georgia State University and.the University. of Georgia
to make the resources of the two universities available 6 senior
citizens; practitioners in the delivery of services ig'older aeults,
and concerned community leaders. Each year the conference will focus

, on a specific topics, issq, or 'problem relevant to the development of
a quality life for older people and the supportive environment needed
to achieve this.goNl. These conferences will provide information and
interpretation orresearch in aging by outstanding authorities in the
nation and the state; promote the self- advocacy of senior citizens and
increase public awarepess of thepoeiitial and the problems of the aged .
in Georgia 914d'the Southeastern region.

.

It is fitting that the Georgia Conference was among the first to
be held. in Georgia State's new Urban Life continuing education center
and during the.first year of Georgia State's graduate program in aging.
The new center, like its counterpart, the University of Georgia Centef
for Continuing Education, is wconcreteexpression of the commitment of
,the University System of Georgia to extend the System's resources to all

segffents of Georgia's 'population.
4

.;

In the fail of 1973,. the first student enrolled in Georgia State's

graduate d4ree program in aging. The degree program it the sociology
of aging is designed to prepare, students for these areas,, in gerontology:

(1) health care and management of facilities,for th aged; (2) for staff

positions in community organizations and governmental encies delivering

services to the age4 d; and (3) as teachers and researchers_in aging. The

"aging" students were actively, involvedin planning and participating ih

thisconference.

The subject ofthis year's conference, Political Response to Aging,
wac particularly timely in an election year. The major gubernatorial
candidates reflect this by including some "aging planksn.in their plat-

forms. The city of Atlanta.has expressed,an inttrest and a determination '

to expand its,savices to older Atlantians.. State legislators have

responded to political pressures from the National Retiied Teachers
AssddiatPft and the American Association of Retired Persggs, and frdm
the Georgia Gerontology Society,to form a sub-committee tdrconlgider the
problems peculiar to the elderly in the Spate Senate.

8

As the' opportunities to make,some basic political changes. that will
improve the life chances of the elderly increase, it is important that

It
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older citizens be challenged to self-advocacy andto identify achievable
goals. This. was<phe focus of the papers, addresses, and ditcusSion
groups of the conference.

.The increase in the numbers and percent\of older persons in the
national and state population since 1900, coupled with the predietion
that as much as fifty percent of the nation's population will be over
JO years of age by the year 2000, adds to the timeliness and the urgency,
of an annual state conference to tackle the issues and develop an action.,
strategy to cope with the challenges of a mature population.

Georgia hasiits share of the growth of an older population. A "Pro-
file of Older Georgians" reports that in this century, the percentage
of Georgia's population aged 65 and over has more than doubled (from 3.1
percent in 1900 to 8,0 percent in 1970), while the number increased
more than five-fold, from 66,000 to dearly 368,000. One fourth of the
older population lives in Metropolitan Atlanta. The largest concen-
tration of bladk aged is also in Atlanta. The political problem of
providing needed services for older Georgians in larger cities and small
towns is a'key issue: It is easier to provide these services in the
cities with areas of higher concentration of older people than in the
rural areas and all towns. But, the need'of the older Georgian may
be the same.

The'question is, do the aged have power, and what are the achievable
goals toward which that power can be channeled? Out of the facts pre-
sented and the action of the participants will come some answers to the
'question raised,by, the first annual conferende.

We are-indebted to the people who participated in the program or in
other 'ways g6e their time and support to the conference. The Office of
Aging, Georgia Department of Human Resources, provided major assistance
ip the planning and promoting of the conference. Miss Mary Kay Jernigan,
Diiector of the,Office on Aging, served as an effective member of the
proiram committee and gave the keynote address.

James A. Thorson is due a special expression of appreciation. He
. carried out the major portion df the plans and coptributed his usual
efficiency and insight.

The conference had the paiticipationof 121 persons, including
older adults, agency staff, students, and community leaders. Nekt year's4
conference will be held atthe.University of Georgia in Athens, on April
9 and 10, 1975, and we ancicipate that the conference will play an in-
creasingly important role-in the affairs of aging in Georgia--and in the
Region.

4

Barbara P. Payne
Atlanta.
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CHAPTER I I

THE, DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICES
FOR OLDER GEORGIANS

KAY JERNIGAN '
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MARY KAY JERNIGAN;

I am very proud and pleased to be with the Department of Human
Resources, specifically the Office of Aging. This morning as we Are
getting together, I wouelike to summafize briefly.,SOme of the aevelop-
merit of 'services in the state of Georgia. There is no way I can avoid,
linking that to the development of services for older persons in the
nation. From Our perspective in the Office of Aging in the Department
of Human Resources, I would like to comment on the historical basis of
this conference which Dr: Payne has just opened. It is the first con-
ference in the history of the state of Georgia jointly spbnsored by two
of the very great Universities:inthis state. We are extremely pleased
to see this development. Not only that, but they have billed it as the
"first annual conference, which 1 think clearly indicated they have
stepped.odt and intend-to go forward from here. And thisis the establish-
ment of a historical base in new conference activity in the State of
Georgia in relation to older people.

My topic is development of, services to older Georgians. What I
would like to.do.with this topic isdevelop something of a general
framework in a historical perspective from the, state of the art. Then
we will moye toward focusing on the larger theme of this conference,

4

which. is political responses to the aging. I think that, hopefully,-
thit will be developing political responses to the aging.

First of all I would like to just stop a moment and cLarify that
the office I represent does not deal in direct services to older people:
While I will be commenting on the' development of services for older
people, our office does not deliver services directly. Rather, we serve
as a catalyst in state government for the development, and hopefully the
expansion of services to older persons. We do this. in a number of ways.
These programs are just one of the resources that we can bring to bear
in the etate..

Our job is to serve as a catalyst for both the development of ser-
vices for older people and Opportkinities for older people. This is at
the,state and the lo'Cal level. We work both within the Department of
Human kesodrced, in an attempt to effect responsiveness on the part of
the operAting divisions of the' department, between departments of state
government, at the local and stste level and with the public and, pri-
vate sector. do want to clearly underline that we work very, very
closely with the private sector and are not just a public oriented agency.

I have'used the term catalyst rather than vocate.. I think we use
the term advocate an awful lot in,our society in this day-and time. We
are frequently referred to as being an advocate for older people,.but I
somehow prefer to ,use the word catalyst for our activities, I think that
with state government, federal gollernment,and,local government, there is
always a'risk we run of becoming bureaucratized. If you look in the
dictionary fore the definition of the work.4atalyst", youfind it .is an
agent inserted into a situation or sOlution. which hopefully affects
change but when removed 1.6 not changed itsetf. So, our stake is not for
the development of our office, but for the deYelopment of service to older
people.

01 3
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I think the real advocacy or the real acting on behalf of older
people must come primarily from 'those of you who are older Georgians.

.We pledge you our support, we reachaUt our hand Mo you, we want to
advocate with you and not just for you.

.$ e

I think in order to consider the development of services in the state

oAeorgia; ne need to look at where_we have been'and where we are now,

and hopefully where we are going. I would like to do this in terms of

where we have been in the nation in the development of services, and
Where we have been in the state of Georgia in relatiOn to that First

, \ of all, Whave not come very far in/this country yet. We have just

begun to think in terms.of'services of special.needs,of older people..

thihk every onein this audipnce is aware of the fact that at
the turn of the century'life\expectahny was nowhere near what it is now;

about one t of every 25 persons in the country was 65 or "older. At
the presen time, we are approaching one out of ten, and of course 65

is a young, young age. So we have not had an older population', by the
general definition of 65 or older, for a very long time with us in this
country.. We have not had a very Oubstantiye proportion for a very long

period of .time. At the turn of the century,-the life expectancy was

low. Not many persons_could expect to live beyond t 'heir working days-,-

the days in which they were meaningfully employed. With the advances
in medical care during this Century, I think we all know what has
happened; the older population has burgeoned, tiemendouily grown, and
at least one out of every ten is now War older.

Back in 1909, President Theodore Roosevelt convened the first White
House COnference on Children and Youth. It was 53 years later, in 1961,
before there beCame sufficient empathy for a similar conference to be
convened in relation to older people. This was brought about primarily

by the pushing and urging and'coaxing of developing organizations of.
older people and persons interested in working with older people such
as the National Council on Aging, the American Association of Retired
Persons and National Retired Teachers Association, the National Council
of Senior Citizens -- groups of citizens who were interested in seeing
the nation, the government, the public sector take some kind of concerted

stand against what could happen to our older people.

In 1912, three years afterthe first White House Conference on
Children and Youth, the Federal;Government set up the U.S. Children's
Bureau to do reaearch in the field of ,child welfare, to do educational
programs relating to children's needs, and to serve as a federal focal

point for the needs of the nation's children. Again, it took us 54.more

years before a similar move was made in the federal government'in reth-

tion to older people, when, in 1965, with .61e passage of the Older Ameri-'
cans Act, a federal focal point was set up in the Administration on Aging

In the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

So, in effect, iristhe first half of the century no more-t4 lip

service was really given to providing services on.the state, federal or

local level for older people. he first major step came, I think, in the'

1930s with the passage of the original Sodial Security Act when some
income helps began dribbling down from the federal level into the hands

0:14
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of older people. .The question. of providing health care from public fuhds'
was debated about this same timet,as a matter of Congressional debate,
but, nothing came of this until the 1960s with the passage of the Kerr-

.Mills Act. This resulted in the program of pedical assistance, to the
which was one of the. forerunners of Medicare as we'know it now.

Gainsdin other aspects of program affecting older people were
equally slow in coming and equally unwieldy as they came down the plank:.
housing assistance to the aged; social services for the aged, educational .

opportunities, employment helps.. At the same time the country was wit-
nessing a decjine,in the number of years persons worked, with many organi-

zations moving toward manda ry retirement. Life expectancy was increas-

ing.thusahrinking the nuph7r of work years and expanding the periOd of
lifetime activity with vetly few helps from the public sector in deVeloping
employment apporturiities/Aor second. careers for Older people. This is

how far we have progresspd with stroag development of services for older
people; it has been' a short ,distance.

In those earlier days we had many peoplewho were interested in
planning for older people, but very few people planning with them. We

are with the birth of the movement. In 196'1, President Eisenhower con-

-vened a'White House Conference on Aging--the first m4jOr attempt, to
help a range of service providers to focus together on needs of older

people. There were not too many older peop16-17761-flially identified

and brought to this conference to my Understanding. One of the major ,

accompjishments of that conference was increasing pressure'for a form
of national health insurance for all older people which ultimately re-

sulted inliedicare. This was throughrthe'primary efforts of citizens'
(

organizations, not service providers.
/A

e

iaG "rgia's delegation to that White House Conference back
in 1961

immed ely started working on what had been one of the major adminis-
trative recommendations of the White House Cbnference, that within the
federal govetnment there be set up a focal point, and that that unit of
federal government be charged with the responsibility of coordinating

a range of activities ,designed to meet the needs of older people. A
sim.i.kar recommendation was that within each of the units of state govern-

ment in the country, a 'focal point be set up to do likewise. Georgia's

delegation to the 1961 White House Conference came right home and began
workitikg with.the Georgia 4-teal Assembly so that in March of 1962 a
focal point within the.Statp Government was set up and given the broad

respo sibility in the language of the law, to "study, investigate, pro-

mote, plan and execute a program to meet the needs of aging Georgians."

That .,'s a pretty broad responsibility.
. r-

That was Georgia'S first attempt at beginnihg to focus in on dev 14-

ing'services and oppottunities for older people. The agency which was

set up was .the old3/4State Commission on Aging, comprised of 14 members
appointed by the goVerner of the state of.Georgia, representing the f olds
of housing, social services, medical care, edutation, leisure time ac iv-

ities, recreation, spiritual needs the gamut of things that affect o der

people. '

.
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It was in 1965, with the passage of the Older Americans Act, that
the permanent focal point,was set up on the federal level in the form of
the Administration on Aging. At that time) the Administration on Aging
was

4
authorized to conduct research and demonstration projects throughout

-

the nation, to develop. training help for persons engaged in the field of
aging, and to administer a grants program in -the states for theodevelop-
ment of a range of,demonstration programs. How we could go about meet -

ing the major objectives were loosely identified then as: providing an
adequate,income, providing adequate health care, providing adequate
housitiL-kind of broad, generAl ephemeral objectives, Wit a start.

Along, about the same time in the U.S. Senate, a Special Committee
,..jon Aging was set up on h bipartisan basis to begin a broad study of

what types of legislation were needed to alleviate the growing problems
of older people in the-fields orhousing, retirement income, employment,

etc. The Older.Americans Act began to change and develop, and in 1969
some new functions Were added, giving the state units'on aging additional
responsibilities for statewide planning, evaluation of ppgrams'in
existence, coordination of ..gaping activities, 'public information, staff

development--a range of things. Those 1969 Amendments added a new pro-
gram and a new look to the field of aging of which we all are very,

very proud: a look at the need for older people to fill meaningful roles.

i4
) , The Retired Senior Volunteer Program was authorized in the 1969

Ammendments to the Older Americans Act. It'took a little while before
it could get funded and get under way, but, at last we began to really
look at the fact that one of the basic needs of older people is the pro-
vision of a service opportunity, more than just food, clothing, and

shelter. This complimented the alrgady very, very successful Foster
Grandparent Program which had been tried on a demonstration basis. In

1969, that program was expanded as well-

I would like to briefly review developments of the labt couple of
years. In 1971, the second White, Muse Conference on Aging was convened,
but this time it was done differently. We had learned an awful lot from

the Office of Economics Opportunity about achieving citizen participa-
tion, and the fact that what we need to do is not plan for but to plan

with people. As we approached the 1971 White House Conference on Aging
and we finally got it all together, we began putting the emphasis on

what older people themselves were actually saying. We had a series of

,neighborhood forums which were'coOucted throughout the nation and in
Georgia as well in the year 1970. We had actually almost a three year

process in the 1971 White Muse Conference on Aging. And all through
the state, all through the communities of the state, and all through the
nation, older people came together in small groups and sat down with
service providers, and decision makers and told them what they really

thought they needed. They came on crutches and they came with great
difficulty,:but they came to tell those people who were sitting on the
panels of decision makers w1at they really felt they needed. It was

a beautifill experipnce to watch, and I know many of you in this room

were involved. That was followed by, in each of the fifty state, a
state White House Conference in which all the thinking of the state was

5
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assembled and then taken,on to Washington. Approximately 50% of the con-
ference attendants of the 1971 White, House Conference on Aging were 65.
'and older; I do not remember what the median age was, but it Wasrastound-
ing.

This time I think the voices were heard. A number of political alli-
ances formed along the way, groups came together to put their heads to-
.gegher to effect political responses to older people, a Nationaif Caucus
on the Black Aged developed, as well as a number of urban coalitions of
oldei-people. And political responses developed.

Let me digress just .a moment. At about the same time, one of the
developments which came immediately out of the White House Conference
on Aging was the passage of the new nutrition program for the elderly,
Title VII of the Older Americans Act. It was passed within three months
after the 19'. White, House Conference. It authorized a substantial fund-
ing level, but the appropriation was not forthcoming for another year,.

When we get fully geared up, we will be able to serve undet the'present
appropriation, no more than 4,000 hot meals a day throughout thepentire
state. ,That, however, does not mean there are just 4,000 ,peopre being
served; the program operates on a five -day a week basis. ,N6t.all people
who participate in the program want to go five full days, some go maybe
one day a week or two days a week, so there are some multiple figures
there. But let us not kid ourselves, this is no more than'a drop in the

bucket.

In 1972, we experienced in the State of Georgia a massive reorgani-
zation.of the state government, at which time the old Commission on
Aging, along with a number of other large operating units of state gpvern-
ment and some smaller ones, were merged, into a brand new Department of

Human Resources. All the policy-making functions were transferred to the
Board of Human Resources and all the operating functions of the old
Commission were transferred intact as the Office of Aging, which is the
office I represent. This gave us a brand new opportunity to have an open
door for responsiveness on the part of the major service providers and
the public sector in this state with the Division of Physical Health,
the Division of Mental. Health, Vocational Rehabilitation, Benefits Pay-,
ments, Community Services. So, simultaneously with the develoTent on
the federal level, in many,'many states edrganization is occurring rin
an attempt to bring about a better integration of a range of services
not just to older people, but to all people.

I could go on and on with this history. The most recent piece of
significant legislation affecting services for older people is the Com-
prehensive Services Amendment to the older Americans Act. I want to
very clearly here spell out that the Older Americans Act and the'Compre-
hensive Services Amendment are nothing but seed monies, in my opinion.
Although we hear a lot 9f Leralding about the passage of the Older
Americans Act, it is.a drop in the bucket also. It is a good, tremendous
forward step, though, in that it lay a frameWork for a new, set of rela-
tionships between service providers and older peoprb themselves for
their input and thinking on what'plans should be developed.

6
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What thd Compreheiisive Services Amendments doJill relation to Title.

T III, theprogram for state and area programs on aging, isgive us tne

beginnings of a setting up of similar focal points at the snbstate,level 4

.
that we now have at t')-(e state level..In the Office of Aging and at the

federal level in the
/
Administration on Aging. This Title III of the

Older Americans, Act
/

requires that each of the fifty states nav'e'a state
,

unit on aging,. The? /last state came' nto the program.the.year before

last--that was Indiana. Each state must subdivide into substate areas

in keeping with those areas,developed by the goVernment of each state
for, planning purp/Oses. In Georgia these are the Area Planning and Develop-

ment Commission boundries, which, many agencies are'aligning with this

at this time. i
e', -
''

After th, :state is subdivided into these substate areas,
r
an Area

Agency on Aging within that area may be designated by the State Amcy
as the sole agent with which the State Agency will deal for the deVelop-

ment of a cgmprehensive,plan of coordinated services to help older,people

to stay ou of institutions unnecessarily. Now, monies,can flow inty

that area r funnel through the Area Agency on Aging, but the Aiea
Agency on,Aging is designed to be a planning body and not to provide the
direct aervicEs, just as we in the State Office are the planning, cata-
lytic bgdy and not the provider of direct services, unless there is:not
, 44.

a group in the that can deliver the services. A pert of the process

is that before '1-I-agency is designated as the Area Agency on Aging, local

government must'be gi'Ven.an opportunity to comment on the appropriateness

of that group's becoming the designated agency. I,was very, very sur-

prised when we vdertook this part of the proceds at the quick involve-
me4 we began aciieving with.local government,officials calling,-writing,
and commenting on the plan and calling, writing, requesting information
about wliat the program was. It is an interesting and very ex4iting pro-

cessf 4)
v

-9
;

We are finding as we tell local gakternment officials specifically,
"This is our thinking, will you give us your remarks, .l you give us

your comments?", that we have teen getting .a tremenddus number'of responses

and dialogue is underway which wethave never had before.. I-have been

impressed with the fact that apparently in this nation'Ve had left the
local government out of the planning of programs for#older people. The

prograth had been up to the federal and to the state level and matching

had pretty much been in-kind. Local government officials had.,,Apparently

notteen drawn into the process.

This is changing_noW. The whole 4ntent of the Comprehensive Services

Amendments as I read them, is to draw into the partnership' which had pre- /)
viously existed with the federal and state a third partner, the

local government, and to draw it in very, very, very strongly. We look

toward local goVernment in terms of new sources of funding with revenue

sharing becoming a reality now. The gervice needs are thany, the funds

are few. Unless we are genuinely ablI to capture the commitment of the

full public sector and the private sector, we do not stand a chance,

The signs are encouraging. 'After the White HouteCdnference of
1971, many new national, state, and local organilations began,directing
new activities toward what we. can do to meet the needs of Older people.
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The American Red Cross,has made many, many new commitments to older
people; I could go on and on listing the private .organizations who are
getting hea/ily.involved now who hadinot been before. 'These are untapped
resources which we have let go by as we have attempted to develop sources
in a vacuum, with each agency preping its own program. The time has
come to put our resources together in coordinated activity, because there
'just are ,not that many available/ we can not'afforEnot to.

.0

In the 1972 ftesideritiarelections, statistics indicated that not
0

too many of the newly enfran hised youth group voted, old people did
vote. This is a matter of ecord now.

areare we now? In the development of services for older Georgians;
we are not very far. The pooling of untapped 'resources is, a, phrase we
are hearing,a great deal about now. It is.'a pretty phrase for 'saying
"gding out and finding new money" orgoing out and,finding money that
had not been directed toward older people before. 14e have got to learn
to'speak our needs clearly to decision-makers, wd. have got to lern to
request their help, and to speak out unapoogeticall:574.

This js Maycf 1974 and this is Older Americans Month. That is a
change from what it has been in ille,past; you may remember it as Senior'
Citizen's Month when.you have sea it before. I thisik this is a good
change,, I think this is more "telling it like it Is."' As. we talked
with many people they said they do no4*like the term "Senior, Citizens,"
so the name has been changed to Oldey Americans.Month. Many of you Tay. .

not agree with this; we would like your thinking on this. This has
happened at the national level. The'President, in his proclamation,
set this month's theme to be "Older Americans: A National Wourde.?

This is good and lends credence to What all of us who have been
. working in the field have been aware of for a long, long time--that

there is an untapped resource in thenation's older people in terms of
wisdom, skill' and capacity to give of themselves. For this reason, let
us celebrate this month and celebrate it in,terms of older Americans
being a national resource. But iee us not let ourselves be'caught in
the trap o being diverted by this celebration into ignoring the fact
that inflation is eating away like flame into the pocketbooks of per-
sons4W4are living on fixed incomes. Many people 'go to nursing homes
simply be use there is not another arrangement avaiabielor them, no
'alternative to that form of institutionalization. Income is*inadequate,
housing, is inadequate, minds go idle because Of a lack of intellectual
stimulation. Their human dignity is drained away by idleness when the
mind could be successfully put to use in educational opportunities or
meaningful leisure time activities: Transportation systems to help
older people keep mobile and out of isolation are in wretched shape.
Some people die of malnutrition simply because they do not have enough
money lip cook well balanced meals or do not have the incentive to cook
them.

The development of services in the nation and in Georgia waS the
topic I was asked to address. Where is the development of services in
Georgia? I sincerely think it is ahead of us,.not behind us. Thank
you.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE QUALITY OF OLDER
PERSONS' LIVES: REALISTIC.EXPECTATIONS

--FRANK HUGHES
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You have given me a two - pronged assignment. One is to repdrt W t- '
4'.,Legislation, was passed in the j197 t9sneraltAssembly'of Georgia that as'

of concern to the more'ehad 3(8,0 retiredpeople in Georgia. This.
was fairly easy. It'required the searching of records, listing, the Pro-

.

posed 'acts that were passed, and b came law -and those that, died!at 'vari-: --.

ous stagO',,8ward becoming ,law: he of ter, antic pikting,Wfiit Wislation
44 might beffeaii in the 1975 s sion of the leg dlature; is Ond'Ettain

' factor. Man h always seen p occupieckaith th posiibility, of popitecy.
Methods hhve be n employed through the Centuries as so-Called sciences
for,logking into he futuie but they,all failed. Discussion of future '
legislation is dif is and hazardous. ] think any speaker, should know ,"..i

hs subject, barno'ma' Can kdow the future actions of legislators or
will-be legis.lators,uf r there has been an :average of 207. change inithek .......

Georgia General Assem ly, ip the past 80 years. And-you cannot ptedict
what state executives might do after legislation has passed. Anyway,

.

there is littleprOfp: in legislative prophecy. Discussion of the
.,

.

legislative future may even be perilous or dangerous, 4
l'

.

,

.
.

, /,
..

. 10
Even though one of the most,persfs*t human aspirations'is to

kilow the futba2e,'gdople have usually' rejected.theW4rophets-andslain
'''f'-,

,them. It is little comfort that/ they to e their mattyrs and honor'thoseeN
they cif,ucifp. A wise man once said, "T t 'veil which, covers the fac
of the,futnre'was woven by the hand of mercy." The awareness of future
fortune would , make people carelgSs, and a foreknowledge. Of adversity
would bring despair,a a induce insensibility to present opportunities.
Now, even with the slide rule and the magic of the computer, modern man
can make only puny predictions or guesses which penetrate no more than
the thin edge of adVancing time:..:

. `.

.

15'

With this Prologbe, let me ,g the certain side of this dis-
course: proposed legislative pr8161fis that were in the last session of
the General Assembly. °.You will notice the word programs is plural be-
odupe I.will include here the proposed program of more than one organi-
zation concerned with fetired and aging psopia. As Chafrmail of the

1

Legisrative Committee of the 'Georgia Gerontology Society, I.report that
ate committee established thtee priorities. The, first was to Work
to4rd the.establishment of a committee, n aging in both the House of
RePfesentatives and the Senate the General Assembly. Due,to-the fact
that.\work wag started after the legislature was in session, and presently
the number of full committees that can be had is limited, a subcommittee
on Aging of the ilealth.and Welfare Committee was established in the
Senate: Senator' Hamilton of Macon is Chairman, Senator Langford of
Calhoun is Vice Chairman, and Senator Geraid of Atlanta is Secretary.
After the committee book for the House was printed for the second time,
and our committee had contacted the speaker a'second time, I was told
that the House subcommittee was set up under the Human Resources Committee
with Representative Harrington of Milledgeville as, Chairman, Representa-
tive Williams of Gainesville, Vice Chairman, and Representative Wilson
of Marietta, Secretary. Now, I am not at all sure about this." Fou know
there is a great deal of hanky-panky that goes on in the legia_lature and
this may be one of those cases. .Sinceles4slation is often a series of
coMpromises, these subcommittees are a step, the first in the right d rection.
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the second priority was ant increase in the hoMestead exemption fort

/ pule 65 and above. Ouse Bill 2114 provides for tax relief for the
elderly homeowner that occupies his home, under two conditions: Market
value mast be less* than. $25,000, and the individual system's school

bard must implemene the plan. This bill passed the House and Senate
and was signed by the boverner. . .. ,

! e"
. .. .

0. .The third. priol.ity,was increas4 status for the Office of,Agtn.
Since this agency deals wiiph the well-being of aging people (you will

's notice did not say the welfare,"7 said the well-being of aging

;'people) and is the liaison agency becween the federal and state govern-
' ments concerning funds, it is felt by aging people to be a very impor-

tant agency. \This was thought. to be an'internal administrative matter

i
sby many that we contacteU andino,legislation was propled.

i
.

I have ttiO'privilege of serving as an ex-offiqio member of the
jOint state legislative committee of tke National Retitedeachers
Associaliop and the AmericaA Association of Retired Persons and I work
'with their legislative proposals. This committee, repr senting more
than 63,006 members in Georgia, was working toward a co isumer protection
act. House bill 255 was such a proposal. It was reported as a committee
substitute, it was postponed, 'il was reconsidered. I.t passed the House,
was transmitted to the Senate, and. was unfavorably reported by the
Senate Committee. The Consumer Protection Act is considered mostlimpor-,
tant for the elderly. They seem to be the prime target of con men and
dishonest man in commerce and business'. I.talked tp.the director of
the,Afbama program and was told that it recovered $105,000 for the
Alabama 'people.during,the first five months of its operation.

,. , .. ..
, .\
t The NRTA-AARP state committee is promoting a iiniftarm probateeurt.

4,,

fich an act has been passed in some of the states and is pending in the
Florida and. Vermont legislatures now. Its passage is pf great concern
to aging people. However, the time did not seem right to even introduce
such a propqsal in,Georgia. Attorneys seem to think it needs much study
since it would make minor changes in more than 200 laws now on the books.

No-fault insurance is a concern of the elderly, and was the concern
.of the above mentioned committees. House Bill 78, aftet committee sub-
Stitutes in both House ana,Senate, and Cour amendments in both branches

Aciation attorneys believe 'that a prop basis exists for questioningj
of the legislature, passed and was signed y the Governer. However, our

-.

Section 17 of the Act as it applies to physiCal examinations. Further,
according to a recent actuarial study for the U.S..Department of Trans-
portation, a 16% decrease in the auto insurance premiums would be occa-
sioned in Georgia if reasonable restrictions were put on court action.
The Association's attorneys further stated'that something is drastically
wrong with the national system that takes in4016 billion annually in pre-
miums and pays back to the insured only $8.4 billion in claims. This is
'less than 52% paid in claims when the break even point is 72%. This
indicates a clear 20% gain in this field of insurance.. The bill had to .

go through two conference committees before the House and Senate could
agree. This attests to its complicated nature.

i
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Senate Bill 530 sponsored by both the NRTA-AARP joint committee and

the Georgia Retired Teachers Association, has as its purpose the removal
}'of the inequities from the present independent public school retirement
' systems. These systems are in Fulton County, the City of Atlanta, the
City, of Rome,-.and Chatham County.. A state act two yeats ago placed for
the state system a floor of $9 per month per service year as retirement
pay. For instance, a teacher with 40,years.service would receive at
least $360 peF month in the state system. Now a teacher with pe same
experience in Atlanta might be receiving $125 per mont or less. This
bills When it becomes effective, will equal' e-- re" irement from the in-
dependent systems, with the state retirement system... The bill, assed
both the House and the Senate and was signed by tno govgrnorr but,it is
dependent.on the passage of Constitutional Resolution ..R511-1512. This
resolutio will be submitted to*the electorate in the November election.,
We should support the Oadsgge of this constitutional amendment and give
'a Minimum income to,about 600 older retitee6" who are in dire need, who,

',ar,e soproud that they will starve befote they will accept welfare..

House Bill 1388, which would have required hospitals to submit
itemized statements on hospital bills, died in the House Health and
Ecology Committee.-

. douse Bill 1310 revised county voters registrar procedures concern-
int absentee ballots and permits any citizen 65 or above to vote by
absentee ballot, even if he is not considered physically unable to go
to the polAs. This will allow many more senior citizens to exercise
their franchise. As was mentioned this morning, a larger percentage
of the elderly vote than do even the average age or the younger voters.
I believe that surveys show throughout the United States that in the
last presidential election 80% of thode over 65 years of age voted,
whereas the proportion of the general population voting was pitifully
low. This bill passed the House and the Senate and was signed by the
Governer onyebrUary 25.

House, Bill 709 is designated to spur production of moderate income
housing for families with $7,200 to $12;000 in income. This was a state
bill. It passed the House and the-Senate and was signed by the Governor.
House Bill 481, designated to do the same thing for the city of Atlanta,
passed the House by committee dubstitute,but died in the Senate Committee.

A

I have reported on a dozeiibills, measures or objectives that more
directly concerned the.aged. There are others that indirectly affect
the aged. The list is by no means' exhaustive, but these are the measures
that I ,foIlowed in varying degrees of interest during the 1974 session
of the General Assembly.

Now, for the hazardous, uncertain objectives included in the second
phase.of this discourse: First, I think it reasonable that we and, the
aging should follow to some kind of conclusion the meadutesZhat have
attained some dcgree of supdeds for,aging peopla. Legislative effort
dhdUld continue to work toward a committee on,aging in both the House
and Senate. This would give mature peop,le---in entry to give the law-
making body Information on their actual' needs. A committee with full

12
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status in each house in the General Assembly is a reasonable request and
TO , requires little or no appropriation; and that is usually the roadblock,

appropriation.

'4 Efforts of the aging should follow thioughlon the passage of the
Constitutionaltesolution fiR511-11.2.which.woad activate Sendte Bill.
530 and render aid to about 600 elderly teachers who are in dire need.
The appropriation to activate this act is,less than one million dollars
annually, 'and will grow Tess each year as they pass onto their eternal
ieward.' And finally, no appropriation of fUnds.would be needed out
there 4n the future somewhere. HR511-1512 will be given a position and
number on the ballot for the. November general election. It will-then
be advertised.

4

.

The Consumer Protectfon Bill, now House Bill 255, dies with the
biennium and would have to be reintroduced in the first session of the
new biennium to be considered by the members of the General. Assembly

in 1975., Consumer protection benefits people of all ages and we are in-
terested in this phase of the objectiVis Of the proposals, but aging

.

\14.
people 'are the prime targets, and percentage ei .more often fall vice
tim to the operations of the dishonest to-cal d businessmen. We should
actively support some type of consumer protection measure. National.'

,organisations have developed informative and protective service pro-
grams to encourage and train aging people to be on the alert forthe
door-to-door bunko artists. Often the octogenerian does not understand
correctly. Sometimes we get confused and fail to understand these ,

last-talking cOn"men:

The history and purpose of the UnifOrm Probate Code should be
thoroughly studied because of the ongoing efforts across the nation on
behalf of thecode. This effort actally started in the mid 40s when
the American Bar Association, through the Real Property Probate and .

Trust Section, produced what was then called a model code. It was the
result of an enormous volume of research of the probate statutes of all
the stles. The final draft was approved in the Uniform Law Conference
in 1969 and was printed in 1970. It, the Uniform Probate Code, has
been changed to some minor degree in each Ofthe states that has adopted
it.. One of the real needs is to reestablish public confideLe in the
sole ownership of property till death and the will at)the pridary in-
strument of the estate planning. Probate laws of the states are un-
satisfactory because of the interstate Law. A will made in one state
may not be good in another ,state. That is being found the case in
Florida. Many people retire from other states and go to Florida and
they find that their wills are no good. Unfortunately, it is usually
the case that somebody else finds it out after they are deceased. Then,
we are a nation on wheels. Forty million people changed houses In 1972.
Older people retire in one stateband move to,another. We should at
least.ask for an interiilcommittee to make a thorough 'study of this

lsituation looking towar the adoption of the Uniform, Probate Code in
Georgia. I have already mentioned that the adoption of the Uniform
Probate Code is being seriously considered in Vermont and Florida in
thp present sessions of, their'legislatures.

13 04



The no-fault insurance act passed in the last session of the Gen-
eral Assembly should be observed very closely for the first year's opei-
ation and the bugs worked out two years hence. I sense that it is the
feeling of the Office of Aging, and I an now serving on the Advisory
Council of that Agency,*that'some syitem should.be devised that would

-require thorough research on any proposal peior to its introduction as
a bill in the legislature: This would forestall one man's wild ideas,
and it would prevent the loss of thousands of man hours in the Consid-
eration of such bills introduced. In the 1974 session, more than 2100
bills and 819 resolutions were introduced in the House alone. 612 of
these reaChedthe.Governor's desk, and it was necessary to veto 30 of
them. Here is where the research was done after the fact rather than
before the fact. 1166 bills and resolutions were introduced in the
Senate, 170 were submitted to the Governor and 23 were vetoed. A
grand total of 4,09.4 ideas were considered in some degree in the last
session of the Legislature. Had research been done-before the fact
rather than:fter'the fact, bills would not have been hastily thrown
together, and thousands of man-hours of valuable time of many legisla-
tors could- have been saved.

Some sure form of ad valorem tax relief' should be granted people
65 and above with limited income. House Bill 214 was enacted and
signed b'y the governor, but the red tape is too much for'the elderly.
It is effective if the' local school board activates it and if applica-
Ition is Made annually by a specified date. This is two if-fy for
mature people. Some elderly are like the man who said my bifocals are
fine, my dentures are great; my hearing aid is good, but I cert,ainly do
miss my mind.. Ihese people need simplicity in ad valorem tax relief
that they may live their last years in their own homes.

Seventy:two percent of those above 65 years of age still own their
own homes and institutionalization shodld be the last resort. Di-
vesting of property is a harsh requirement of the aging before entering
an institutionr Some insurance companies are now contemplating home
helper policies, that would allow a person, not a registered nurse, not
even, a licensed practical nurse, to come into the home for a few hours
during the day to do the necessary housework, a home_helper in the true
sense of the word.

Taxes on non-profit nursirg homes should not be allowed to hang
by the thin thread of a court decision that can be reversed at any time
Plans for construction and operation are so unsure that churches and
'non-profit organizations are afraid to take the venture to furnish
these much-needed. services.

Grants to qualified colleges and agencies for training gerontology
students to work with research on services for the aging, improvement
of delivery systems, and a thorough understanding of the needs of the
elderly and how' to meet these needs should be made by both the state
and'the federal government. The state grants already have a precedent
in the future teacher grants, with the stipulation that the student

.

years.will work To Georgid for a specified number of years. This same prin-
ciple, this samo concept could be applied to gerontol4ical students.

025
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There is much concern by the,elderly over having to travel great
distances and wait in long lines for renewal of state driver's license's.
This can be.solved by additional stations and'mobile licensing bureaus
moving about the counties and cities. A subcommittee on legislation of
the NRTA-AARP state commietee'contacted the State Department of Trans-
portation Division of Public Safety and found that tome additional sta-
tions were being considered. Some have been, at this time, put into
operation: .

At the national level, there are three measures of legislation to
which I think we should give our support. Number one is a:capital
gains 'tax exemption when.a person 0 ortboveois forced to sell a home
in which that person'lives in order to get rnto'a smaller homer one
that he or she can maintain, or%antpartment, or a small condominium.
There shouqi.be a $20,000 capfbtl gains tax exemption. The.roperty
'appreciation during the past ten years would certainly justify this.

The second is private pension reform. And thig is one of the greatest,
needs. This bill is pending in the Congress in a House and Senate con-
ference committee now,. The measure should come:out of the committee
with essential agreement'on three issues: early vesting on a percentage
basis and a yearly, increase until fully vested at not later than ten
years of service; second, pension plan insurance, a.kind of FDIC that
would review the funds and their investments and keep the plan actuarially
sound; and the.third is portability; the ability to carry the funds from
one company to another on somewhat the same basis as Social Security.
An example of non-portability.is people-who were at retirement age whgn
Studebaker folded and they lost all their pension.

I'realize that I have Eakenta bird-shot apppach in this presen-
tation?, but we should take a buck7shot approtch if we wish to attain
definite success. We should select three definite, but not more than
five priorities and start work now for the 1975 session. We have been
tossing.words and ideas about right recklessly here, but the problem
is.how to convert words and. ideas into action to produce desired re-
sults. The objectives are not goirig toicome about.automatically. There
must be :conversion of words and ideas into action on our part. And
there must be a. deep Commitment on the part of you and me if we expeCE

any degree ofsuccess for,a better life for, the almost 21 million older
Americans'in our nation, and specifically the 76,000 in our own state.
Are we willing to put reasonable effort into attaining these objectives?
Shall we commit ourselves to the task or will we just fasten the seat -
belt On our rocking chair? Are we ready to make the commitment? We

are not expected, to make total committment, just reasonable commitment
We are being asked to look forward, upward and out that' the aging may
have a better life, not inward and backward in Our own selfish attitudes.
Let us take the information, inspiration and enth..siasm that we receive
from this.conferenee where it is needed before it leaks out,:

15
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Robert Binstock

I have organized our discussion thig afternoon around two major

issues. One of them is: Do the aging have pqwer through votes and

organized groups, and Will they in the future? -A4second.is: What are

some of the'aging, such-uch as it is, can be applied for getting responses

from governinent?

New my main point will be that much can be accomplished politically

by and for the ging, but not through the false reassurance generdted by

such typical as ertions as: "'/e've got a terrific number of'older voters,"

or ;'We have six illion older persons in our organization." the challenge

is to translate these nostrums, which make us all comfortable, ipto the
capacity to influence public officials and other politicians. Part of

what I am going to'suggest today is that the so-called "aging vote" means
Little except as a bluff, and that the millions of members claimed by mass
membership organizations provide a little power but not very much for
radical redistributioo of resources, rules, and regulations to change
substantially the conditions faced by the severely

-

disadvantaged aged.

Let's examine the first issue: Do the aging hive power through vpt

or through organized groups?

Now it is,clear that in some way or other the ing ar6,Arable to re-

ceive repeated increases in Social Sedurity benecits. Whenyod look at
this from the input side you can say, "Hey, ehaC'b\ter 'fic; we have,had

Social Security amended 15 times and we have brought the level of bene,,kizes-
.

way up." But if you look at it from the output side, you would find that

a constant proportion of older people, roughly a quarter of the people in

this country 65 and over, do not have incomes sufficient to alrow them to

eat adequately. So even if aging voters and interest group have had

some influence in the passage of Social Security amendments we have to

.note, at the outset, the distinction betwee'n power sufficient to help in

the passage of a bill, and poser to change substantially the situation of

older persons. /.

What I am suggesting to youl for example, is that if an organization's

leader tells you how many times he went in and had, meetings with congress-

men, shook Hand, with the President, got a hearing - -that is a claim of some

kind of power. But it ids not necessarily an indication of major' powerto

solve major problems here intim state, 'or at the national, or at the local,

level.

If we want to know what the aging can ccomplish with votes, we also

have to ask: What can votes accomplish i any.event? Votes can determine

the ,outcome of an election. Are the out mes of an election particularly

importani? .Some people feel they ale; ome%feel they are not important,

at all, that elections make very littl difference in the American polit;'.ck

system. Some people feel that the only thing that makes'a difference in

this system is, what a small cohesive power elite wants. In fact, Atlanta

was the place where one of the original poYer elite studies, done by

Floyd H ter, indicated lust that.
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In short, I an suggesting that one's chcterization of what is im-
.

portant about, he way the American political system works has a lot fo do
with Lie value you place onirany particular form of politica). action. My,

own view is that no sweepj't4g theory accounts for change and response, for
action and inaction. Rather, you have to take a piece-by-piece approach,
looking at each form of political activity in relation to speCific ob-
jectives, There are certain things that can be accomplished merely
through making a political nuisance of yourself, and certain things that

' you 'Probably cannot accomplish r' matter what you do because the power to
control those things is way beyond youi resources for exercising influence.

("1 \
Getting down to specifics, we hear cases stated 'over and over again

for the strength of the aging vote: And the statements rightly point to
the significant proportion of persons 65 and over who are eligible to vote.
and who do turn out and vote. In most na9ional elections the 65 and older
proportion of people who actually go to the nolls and vote is about 15
percent.

That #.4b a fairly big chunk of the You can even build,
itd') higher if.you want to argue that.you should lover the cutoff point
to the age of 62 or the age of 60, reflecting earlier'reti event ages and
an assumption'thnt the spquses of people who are about to 'tire would
identify themselves with the same interests as, those who ar retired.,

Oh the basis of such assumptions we could build a case that as much
as 20 percent of the people who vote in any given national election might .

be considered older people in some sense--particularly in the sense that
they might respond.to,old-age-based appeals. What of it? Do the agi
vote in a bloc? Can they be organized to vote in a bloc that might -
decisive Eh-swinging the.RutcoMes of elections? 4

The answer, from every bit of evidence we Lave, is'no--no more than
any one 'other mass category of citizens. The reasons for this are readily
apparent once we stop.to think about it. If Somebody is going to Tolk
into a voting booth with age as.her.preaominant concern, that concern and
identity will have to transcend a multitude of other identities, interests,
and self-perceptions she has hed all'her'life. Her ethnic background,
where shei grew.up, the kind of education she has had, the kind of employ-
ment ane.peer group associations she has had -- these are Al important
Identities. if age is among those identities it is most likely to be the
weakest. . It i the,latest and therefore has had the least time to be
reinforced. Moreover, whbt we find in the research that has been done is
that most aged persons dcOnot identify as being aged in any, event. Again
it is not so'difficult.to figure put why. Not if you see the negative
stereotypes that are purveyed' in this country about what` it means to be
aged. You certainly could geir the feelingothat the media are trying to
sayithat age 'and deviance are Synonyms. Many persons who grow .older and
become chronically ill will tend eo think of themselves, simply, as
persons .9 Have a chronic illness that they are tryingto adjust to --

.and not as one of the Chronically ill aged. If a person is poor, his
primary perception is that he does not have enough money to go out and
buy food; the fact that his income has,been severely reduced by retirement,
and that retirement may have beer{ mandated becauSe of his older age, is
of no more than secondary importance. ,
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I could go\-on with illustrations, but the point I am trying to make
to you is this. Those studies that have been done show that most older

, persons do not strongly identify themselves as aged if, indeed, they do
so at all. To the extent that they do, to most of them it is weaker than
other identifications they have.

Regardless'of whether people identify to some extent as aged of if
they.do not happen to, the fact is that older persons do not vote in a

cohesive bloc. The single most important phenomenon about the.votes of
aged persons is that they are likely to distribute among candidates and
parties, in much the same way they did when those persons were younger.
In bther words, if:50 percent of the people who came of voting age in 1910
were Democrats then, and 50 percent of them were Republicans, they are
most likely to remain similarly divided in their loyalties in 1974: We
know that people's attachments to parties, to certain basic issues, tend
to stay stable over the life cycle.

Despite this, you will hear people point to specific examples of hoW
the aging swung an election from one candidate tp another or to one party
(min the other. They will even try,to convince you with superficial sta- .

tiftics. The older vote for the Republican candidate in.1960 was relatively
high. When Goldwater'ran in 1964 and the press irresponsibly reported that
he was "against" Social SeCurity and accurately reported his opposition to .

Medicare, the aging vote for the Republica,cVate went way down from
1960. On the basis bf this, some journali(sts e argued"that votes were
swung by old age considerations. For that assertion to have any validity,
however, you would have to ask'how the young vote and the miedle-aged vote
went. And if you look, what you find out is that everybody's vote for the
Republican candidate dropped very substantially in that election. Barry
Goldwater got wiped-out across the board, regarflgss of race, color, creed,
religion, -- and especially regardless' of age. So to say anything about
the aged vote being significant or swinging over in that election is to be
very, very misleading.

. Any time someone suggests ghat the aged vote can swing an election,
careful analysis will tell you that 1 is not the case. On the other
'hand, for those who want to accomplish something,on behalf of the aging,
it is a very good suggestion to make. It certainly does not hurt and in
many cases it helps, because one,of the main sources of political influ-
ence in any'level, oflbolitics is the ability to bluff.

Because of the eiectoral bluff of a possibly decisive aging vote,
politicians at .all levels avoid going out of their way to offend the aged.
But you notice that there are never stark, central, redistributive pro-,
posals'for the aging put forward by one candidate to distinguish himself
from the other. I heard sombody saying at lunch today that to guarantee
an income of $1,0,000,a year to the,aged would be nice but impractical.
Well, what is impractical about it? It would probably cost approximately
$15 billion and there are plenty of places to find $15 billion in that
$300 billion federal budget as it is now. It is not impractical economic-
ally, just politically. A politician whp favored such a proposal would
win some additional votes of aged persons, but not all by any means. And
it would certainly cost him a good many votes in other sectors of the
electorate, far more than cancelling out any additional aged votes obtained
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in this fashion.

If you walked into any senator's office and started talking to him
about,the aging vote, he would probably be very respectful. But when he

and his staff sit down to/make campaign plans or decide on legislative
votes, they are not going to stick their necks out seriously for the
aging vote. What they are going to do is watch what the other senators
are doing and make sure they do' not get caught too .far out of line one

way or another. They do not want to, lose votes here and there calling

the bluff of an aging vote. Yet they are not going to makg something to
benefit the aging the central, pivotal theme or proposal of their political
appeal.

Organized interest groups based on memberships of millions of aging
members make discreet use of the electoral bluff to play a moderate role
in the politics of policies related to aging. This corning you heard
from Mr.. Hughes, Vice-President of NRTA-AARP, and he told you that there
are about 61/2 million members at the present time. NCSC, the National '
Council for Senior Citizens, has a membership running into several million.
Figures vary on these two organizations from time.to time and I must say
(from the outside), it is hard to 'know when double counting is done within
and among the membership records of these two organizatiodg. There are
local chapter memberships in all sorts of various a4iliate programs. But,

let us. assume they have about 10 million members of one kind or another .

between them. That is pretty impressive. It means roughly half.the
older people in the U.S., that is, assuming, that dual, membership is not
involved. (This issue. of dual membership count is one that I have never
heard anybody address to the head of NCSC and the head of AARP when they
are both together on the same platform. "You say 5 million, 6k million?

Is there any chance that some of those are members of both your organ-

izations?" But it is possible that they total 10 million different
persons, so let us say iyis cc.)

Because these organizations symbolically represent millions of older

persons, they can get access to politicians. The question is, what does

this access accomplish? The p6litician portrayed as thinking, "Hmaipm, 6

million memhwrs, I had better listen to what this person has to say.
They are all of,voting age and sometimes as high as RO.percent of them

turn out to vote. I had better be careful." Well, as I just intimated,

careful about what? Those voters are going to turn out, but the best
-predictors we have indicate they are going to vote the way they have al-.

ways voted..

You might think it would make a difference if one of these organi-
zations came out and said to their members that Candidate X is a friend,
of the aging and Candidate Y is an enemy of the aging. Everybody turn

out and vote for Candidate X." But that plea would face formidable,com-
p.etition with the loyalties and political orientations older voters have

developed over the years. Think how many Democrats,in.1948 intended to
vote for Dewey.because they thought Truman was unsatisfacLory in some
way or another; when they got into that voting booth, they voted for

Truman. It. is very hard to transcend voting habit.
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If I can digress for a moment from discussin the mass membership

'organizations, the importance,of. habit is one o the reasons people say

`older persons tend to be conservative. They onserve the values, political

values,sand ideologies they have had all their lives.' If you grew up
being a Roosevelt New Deal - Liberal, the chances are that now, when you are

78, you are going to have the same outlook on the world. A this point
in time (if I may use that badly - overworked phrase) society is likely to

regard you as-a conservative. Not because you have changed from being
liberal to being conservative,.but because what is regarded as, liberal

and conservative has changg over time. This is, quite differeht from the

phenomenon so prevalent in the 1950's when the upwardly-mobile young
person moved out from the center city as he got promoted in tkle corporation,

got a home in the suburbs, and changed from voting Democraic to Republican;

that is something more of a change in attachment, a change in values. Be-

coming conservative 'through the passage of time is .; different proposition

altogether.

Getting back to the organized groups, the point is that even the
members and leaders of AARP and NCSC have never directly suggested that

they are able to swing votes. What they say is "We have millions 9f

members,, and all of them vote." The organizations are discreet enough

not to lay their capacity to deliver out on the line, certainly not on

the national level, because they know that most national politicians are
too sophisticated to believe an aging vote Can be delivered. And the

organizations also know that if politicians should call the electoral
bluff and the vote is not delivered, what influence the aging interest

groups do have will sharply decline:

For this reason, the aging organizations do not put forward strong
proposals that would substantially change the economic, biomedical, and

social status of the aging. They propose end support incremental changes.t

Another reason why these organizations are not particularly militant lies
in the ifioentives that get people-to belong to them. 'What AARP and NCSC

have offered people to become memberd in sociability, inexpensive drugs,

travel plans. Members do not sign up because they are after radical social

change, If you.go by an NRTA-AARP office, as I did about six weeks ago

near St. Petersburg, you will probably see a sign out in neon lights

advertising: drugs, insurance, travel. You will not see a sign offering

"social change."

I am not being critical of these orgahizations. What,I am saying

is that there are understandable reasons Why they are not Seeking social

change. They do not have very powerful resources for social change, and

social change is not what brought members to them to begin with. The

leaderships of the organizations are trying to interest' members more and

more in the need for major social change. But they cannot move far be-

yond the interests of their members without risking losses in their member-

ship bases.
.,

What do these organizations have as resources.for power in.addition

to the electoral bluff? Because of their credentials as symbolic "repre-
s.sentatives" of the aging, they can,participate ii l. any policy forum that

is established to discuss aging. Whether they substantially influence

the outcome of deliberations is open to question. They certainly have
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some power in their chance to frame issues. That is, they have p podium
by the fact that they can get a hearing and have representation at any,
important gathdfing on aging. They can state what the issues are, and
that is an important political asset-.

7
Think how in the last ten years we have in this country moved from

being horrified at the idea that people might get public financial sup-
port just because they are human beings. Ten years ago, to suggest that
people might get public money simply because they were human beings and
needed to eat, would have to be accompanied by an aCkftowledgement that
they'Were'lazy, shiftless, the scum of the earth. In the case of the

,elderly this did not have to be acknowledged because of the myth that
Social Security was an insurance program and actuarially sound. You could
say, "Well, those people worked hard all their life and are getting a re-
turn on what they put in." So it was not so much of a problem for the
aging in terms of betting Social Security income redistribution. But for
the rest it was different. Yet in fen years we have moved to the point
where the majority of persons in this country are willing to accept, at
some level, the fact that people deserve to at because they are people.

That is quite a change. And it is largely due to the fact that some
leaders stood up and said, "All human beings need to eat, regardless of
whethdr they do, can, or even want to earn money."

It is not'a negli ible political power to be in a position tohave
a ready podium from which,t6"State policy issues and to restate them. .

What Teddy Roosevelt called the "bully pulpit," "available through the
Presidency, was one his more important weapons for exercising political
leadership. .We have see4 what someone like Ralph Nader can.do just by

stating an issue. We have seen what someone like Rachel Carson accom-.
plished by calling attention to the environment. If you can stand up and
frame issues, you define what thegame is about, until somebody else stands,
*and says, "Wait a minute, that isn't the game at all." It is a tre-

mendous advantage if you can get an audience any time you want one, and
that is something the mess membership organizations can do.

So would suggest two you that one of the critical issues for action
implicatfsns is how substantial the proposals for change that come forth
out of thote organizations are going to be in the next few years. Anyone
can and any politician will stand up and say "We need a 12 percent in-
crease in Social Security." And if you get a bunch of politicians to-
gether, they will outbid each other in front of' any audience. If the

first one says 12, the next will say 14, and if y011 have six of them, you
will get it up to 27 percent by the time the last one has spoken.

The question is, will one of those organizations stand up and say
"No matter how many tintes Social Security has been raised, one quarter
of the peqple.out there 65 and older are freezing, they do not have any-
thing to eat, they are wearing rags:they cannot get medical service,
they do not even have the money to get on a bus to go to a doctor; they
need massive income transfers to, provide them with a minimally adequate

existence." That is something that will be hard for those organizations.
to .do, because one'of the key things they have to do is hold onto their

membership. Whether those 10 million members will maintain their 'attach-
ment to those organizations. if they come forth with relatively radical
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ptoposalp is problematic. Many members might well say, "I didn't know
they were going to be saying those crazy,thin I joined beciusef7 I
could get this insurance plan and some goods travel packages." ff there'
is disonance between whaE the leadership is saying and what the members
came into the organization for, they may'leave the organization. That is
the risk that the organizational leaderships must face if they are to
take on more militant positions to help the aging.

With their pbwer to frame issues, their electoral bluff, their
access to politicians, yhat do these organitations do? Largely, they
further middleman interests. That is, like most organizations in
American politics; they carry out what Theodore Lowi has called Interest-
Grodp Liberalism, a style of politics in which our government very rarely
legislates and administers the specific content of social programs.. What
it does is authorize some money, give a broad name or series of names to
the domain in which that money can be sed (for example; L w Enforcement

,Assistance, or Older Americans, Commu ity Services, or Area Agency Plan-
ning),. and then sets up rules and pro edures through 'Which authorized
groups can sit down and bargain over who is going to get what, and what
the content of programs, will be. The aging membership organizations
articipate very effectively in this process of interest group conflict

and accommodation, carving out their share of Middleman programs funded
the government. In making these comments about the organizations I am

not singling them out for criticism. We happen to be talking about the
politics of aging today. If we were talking about the politics of law
enforcement the same things Could be said about the organizations in-
vOlved in that. These are typical patterns of politics and organizations
in American society. To say these things about some organizations is to
say them about virtually all interest organizations functioning in the
American political system.

.7
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Aside from these established organizations, What about the potential
for power-thrOugh'ad hoc groups? Groups like that_ started by Maggie
Kuhn whom you will be hearing from tomorrow -- the Gray Panthers?

Ad hoc grOups can be powerful for specific purposes because all the
influence they have is focused on a single issue. Unless you have economic
power of the kind sufficient to disrupt the economy, or power to disrupt
the social fabric of the community, generalized power is very hard to
come by in this political system. For most of us power is available
only in the context of specific objectives. It is always important to ask:
What are you after? At the local level, what is needed to exercise lever-
age on a particular proposition is notnearly as.great as what is needed '

to lever politicians to obtain massive redistributive changes. Sometimes
'just information will provide sufficient leverage.

Sometimes the most seemingly helpless individual has sufficient
power because, as I ggested before, almost...311 of us have the power to

make nuisances of o velves. You start out with no influence. You pick
your target and you,make yourself a nuisance to that target. Then you
have something, the power to stop being .a nuisance. And that puts you in
a bargaining situation because yoU may get something for turning off the
nuisance.".I think we say, plenty of examples of that skillfully executed
in theCivil Rights Movement in the 1960s and late 19505.
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What I am suggesting here, 'a transition for moving into a dis=
cussion of how. to affect policy, is that: In general; the agillg vote
is no real source of power, especiallyifor affecping sophisticated

Mass-membership\organizations, in their present state, -

are:not a source of power forpejor changes, although they are more
powerful than the aging vote because they are in a position to act'out
an electoral bluff, to gain access to policy discussions, and.to fame
issues. Moreover, on very speciftc. issues, real power can be.manut..
factured and used effectively if it is 'focused appropriately.on the right
targets-in pdlicy processes.

What is really important about intervening in policy piocesses? How
do you get to key policy-makers and how do you influence them?

Now I have suggested already that one way to influence someone is
to give him information -- to enlighten him about a,situation; but I want,
to follow that up very, very quickly by saying that such cases are rare,
indeed. It is very unlikely that someone who is resisting,you is re-
sisting,you bedagse they areiignorant of the facts. It is usually be
cause they have,"in their terms, good reason for esisting.

,

.We all tend to look at politics as irrational, an aberration on
reason. A more useful w67 to look at politics is to see it as having
rationalities of its own -- rationalities that conflict with the rationale's
of the reformersond "problem-solvers." When a politician resists a pro-
posal that.seems/perfectly rational to the,reformer who puts it forward,
it is not because the politician is irrational, but because in terms of

'"the rational framework being nsed by the politician, the reform proposal
makes no sense;

Once we are willing to accept this, one of the most important things
to recognize for, strategic effectiveness is the different types of frame-.

works used by politicians in their decision-making, and to match upthe
right framework with the right target. For example, let us take a legis-
lative body, in general, such as the Congress of the United States. It
has two houses, with 435 districts in one house and 50 discrictS, in the
other house. The loWer house, the House of Representatives, is not going
to pass.a bill that allocates $2 billion into three of those 435 districts,
and none to the rest of them. We can all figure out why that would be the
case yet-it is surprising hbw often it is forgotten. For instance, take
the history of how we gotothe Model Citiei program. There was an original
proposal to take all the urban program's we had. een trying out in the 1950s
and early 60s, and to massively fund them in seven cities in the United
States. This was the plan put forth by 'the task force for the propu6ed
Demonstration Cities program. The critics had been saying urban programs
were terrible; the defenders were saying that it was not that the pro-
grams were terrible; but they had not bees adequately funded and coordi-
ated. "You put in a little piddling money for public housing, a few
social services; how can you expect to accomplish anything? You have got
to do it on a massive, funding level." So the idea behind that program
was to fund all these programs massive'ly in seven selected cities, to dem-
onStratd once and for all if the real problem lay in, poorly conceived pro-
grams or in the inadequate scale of 'fUnding.
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This was a terrific academic idea. The only problem was, how are ek
,x 4

you going to get a bill passed in the House of Representatives to massively_,, ,,

fund just seven cities when 435 districts are represented? The answer is,
you do not. What you get is amendments to provide for more than 100 model ,

. cities, with practically every large municipality in the country having a
Model Cities Program, none with very much money. So the basic conception
of the program was undermined because its very nature ignored the most
elemental ratibnality ocgroup legislative behavior. t. f X./

We do not have much time for me to run llowna lot of different sets
of rational frameworks that politicians employ, so what I want,to do is
select out a particular type of important consideration. Public officials
in various positions have aspirations of meny is

possible to say in some cities, for instance, *that people, who run"..,k9.r the

City Councilor the Board of Aldermen are really after nothing more than
a little recognition from their neighbors. One such city I know is Man-
'chester, New Hampshire, where the people get paid $200 a year for being
an alderman; and people who run for the position are men and women from.
the working class. They are bus drivers and the like. What they want
when they gofor a beer ,in their neighborhood bar is for people to say,
not "Here comes old Joe;" it is "Here comes-Joe, you know he is an alder-
man." About all it takes is a little recognition to get Joe to come along
with a proposal. In That cityl the Mayor, who has very weak formal powers

J gets what he wants from the aldermen by handling them like an orchestra
leader at. the city council meeting. He does not even have to meet with
them beforehand: He just says nice things to them when he is running the
city council meeting, lets. them make motions, and so on, providing small
tokens of recognition. ...

That is a different mode of influence from what is necessary in at;city where everybody who runs f city council is aspiring to get into

state politics, maybe through the next step of being mayor. That in

.turn is rather different from the city where most of the people running
for city council are trying to build contacts so that their law pradtice
can get off the ground or so their insurance brokerage can flourish,. We

could go.on endlessly. The point to remember, however, is that in each
city the framework polititians use to evaluate what you have in mind may
be different. The question asked by a politician in looking at your re-

form proposal for the aging may be, in one city: "If I come out for this,

.is it the type of issue that can catapult me into favorable statewide atten-
tion?" In another city, the politician may ask himself, in relation to

the same proposal: "What will my friends think of me if I support this?"
. . ,

What I am suggesting to you is that until yOu have some understanding
of the politician you want to approach about your reform proposals, until
you achieve some focus on what is important to that person, you are not
going to get too far with him. Is the mayor trying to run for governor,
or is he simply a small town citizen, puttitig'in time, because it is his
turn to take on the community obligation of being mayor? In either case,

there are ways-to reach him. Through reason, through settling, through
incentives, through constraints,, through bluffs, through threats. But

the political resource chosen must, to be effective, match the framework
with which the politician is operati%.

1
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In effect, the power of the aging lies not in theienumbers alone;
it lie in their determination as individuals jo get together, to be smart
to be,,,ppecific abolt targets, andtomake a connection between who they
are and what they can do, the change, they want, and the politician who is
in an .official position to make that change. Connect up th something

that politician wants or something that person fears. ve him something,
he needs or threaten to take it away from them. That is the only way,. 0

Not by waving about votes. That will get you a hearingo.but that is
about all it will do. Not by raving about'how many of us there are, but
rather, what you will do, all 160,000of you. What you will do iswhdt
counts; that is what the politician is listening for.

Finally, will the political power of the aging change in the future?
I have suggested already that there is potential for change through the
leadership,oi the mass organizations, in terms of the kinds of issues
they frame. I do Aot think there is much potential for change in the
power of the aging vote simply because all generational age cohorts of
people are heterogeneous, whether they are in their 20s, 30s, 60s, 70s, or
80s. Whatever the distribution of their tastes, and their preferences

their identity, they are going to stay distributed. Sd we are un-
likely .to see the emergence of a cohesive aging bloc vote.

The most important thing to remember politically is that aging does,
not change people. It may make it harder for them to do things. It may
shut them out of some things, because of the way society is organized.
Itay make them look a little different. But that does not mean aging
changts people. It changes their situation. As people, they still have
feelings for themselves as individuals. Older persons want respect most
of all; they will not submerge themselves into the aging identity, not .

to the exclusion of other things, not even in preference to most other
things. LSo the,key thing in effective political action by the aging lies
not in appealing to age interests, but by appealing in terms of specific ,
problems confroncpd by the people who happen to be aged. The problems --

. money, housing, adical care --, is what will bring ofder people together
politically. Not their age.
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DISCUSSION' GROUP REPORTS

Group A.- Yolanda Owens

Our first objective is to create.an environment which not only
encouraps and enhances the involvement of more older Georgians and
the identification of issues and problems which affect them, but also
activel incorporates them in what we call "real planning" for them.
A sec d objective is to develop meaningful Alternatives to institu-
ti I care: homemaker service and home health aids which would afford
der Georgians viable mechanisms to remain independent. Another is

to upgrade the standardsof nursing homes to insure that these insti-f'
tutions are providing the best care possible fo older Georgians through,
a working relationship'with the Georgia Hospital Association, the
Georgia Nursing. Home Association and the Department of Human Resources.

In terms of legislatpn, our first goal is to establish a full,
committee on aging in theHouse of Representatives. A second is to
eliminate the present, earning limitations for older Americans receiving
Social Security who are continuing to'be a part of our work force. Our

fourth is to bringabout a protective services bill which would also in-
clude an adult abuse claust to protect older persons from abuse by
spouses or other persons. Fifth, to launch an investigation of the
clause in city charters which prOhibits city funds from being used for
what is cal -led "charitable programs." Our last objective was to
strengthen the existing coalition of all groups and organizations having
special interest in older Georgians, to set priorities, establish
objectives and to work to accomplish them through legislative action.

Thank you.

Group B.- Frank Whittington

We had some difficulty getting down to business. We had conflict
over deciding whether we were really trying to enunciate goals in a
vacuum, or whether we were ;tying to.come up with ideas which we could
see were really workable. For a moment I will leaveaside the issue of
whether or not these are achievable and just how they are and

and come baCk to that as our last goal. We generally felt that the great-
est needs of the elderly in the state`of Georgia were in the areys of
transportation and,housing but we were really unable to come up with some
specific suggestions,as to how to meet these needs. So with that one
little warn(ng, we are not overlooking those as far as knowing exactly
what an achievable-goal would be in this area, but we will go on to our
More specific goals.

The first three were,lifted.very directly from Mr. Hughes' recom-
mendations yesterday morning and have to do with legislation pending be
fore the legislature of the state of Georgia. The first was to encourage
and work for:the passage of the constitutlonal amendment on the November
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ballot which is designed to equalize` teacher retirement benefits of

the four t'eachers' retirement systems in Georgia which do not come

under the state plan. The second, was to work for the establishment

of a full committee on aging in,both the Georgia House and Senate. The

third was the implementation of the Consumer Protection Act which was

prOpoied in the last legislature but which did notibecome,law. The

fourth goal, which is not necessarily,a legislative goal, is, to work
for better mental health screening processes in order to insure that
older people do not find themselves committed to a state mental hospital
or an.tnstitution fOr the mentally ill when that is not really their

problem. The suggestion was also made to reinstate a program which had
been carried out in years past to identify and transfer those older
petsons who were in the central state hospital wrongly and find different
and better facilities for those people. The fifth goal is to endorse, the

concept of an updated, comprehensive directory of services, resources,
and agencies which pertain to the needs of older Georgians. We recognize
the fact that some of this function will definitely be served by the
proposed 'tie line' that the Department of Human Resources is just now

getting under way. We. feel that some sort of directory which people can

have in theirhands is also an important goal.- Sixth, we call on the
State Board of Regents or-the /egislature, whichever has the direct
power to implement his goal, to provide tuition -free access to the state

University System on both a credit and non-credit degree and non-degree

basis. Seventh, we would like to see an increased state commitment to
the training of students and professionals in the field of gerontology,
both in formal degree programs, and in the way of in-service traip4fig
for Orofessionali already working in.the field.

Finally, getting back to the issue of _implementation and re-
emphasizing something Yolanda just said. We are troubled by the lack of_

any sort of mechanism through which any ,of these goals, which come Out, of

this'meeting can readily be implemented. There are different, organizations

within the state with varying degrees of __responsibility and commitment
and we just do not see any unified way that people can come under the
same organizational umbrella or get hold of these same goals with a
unified strategy and do very much good. We played around witthe idea
of some sort of state -wide coalition and we feel very strongly that there,

is a need here. I think it is probably obvious to most of us who heard

Mr. Hughes and who know anything about NRTA-AARP organizations that they
very likely would form a very strong nucleus for bny such coalition.
They have already done a antastic amount of research and, organizational

work in this area. I am certain that they would be a mucleus about which

other groups could coalesce. The Georgia Gerontology Society is A ready

base of people who have not been that involved in political action or
anything like that but I think certainly, through the good graces of the
Georgia Gerontology Society, members could be notified and could become

a cooperating organization: I think there are enough smaller groups in
the state who are somehow involved in taking direct action and with the
desire to seek to influence legislators or get involved in the political
process, not necessarily on the electoral level but on the policy level.

This is a very important point Dr. Binstock made yesterday: that
decisions are not always made in the legislature. In fact, one might
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say they are rarely -made in the legislature, when one takes into account

the, total number of decisions that affect people. These are some of the

more important ones, the ones that are closest to you. Ones made:by

.your city councils, by various state 1.-ards of commissioners, boards of

regents;i)eoplerlike this. While local groups certainly, could identify

and deal with local issues better, there are certain issues teat even

local groups need to be made aware of right intheir own' communities that

they are unaware Of. I dare say very few people in the Atlantp area were

Ware before Mr. Hughes mentioned it, that the Atlanta public school re:

tirement system for teachers was totally .inadequate and thPt the 160

retired teachers in the city of, Atlanta today were thuch behind the retired

teachers in the rest of the state.

Group C - Frank Bellinetti

Our Iroup rook sort of a.bird-shot approach to begin with and tossed

around various ideas that seemed to be of concern to the group. Those, '

basically, fell into several areas: one, a concern that income was one of

the major needs, and legislation that would make their income more effec-

tive in our economy is needed. Another one was related to the concept of

the fact of the image'of what it means td grow old; what older people are

all about. There needs to be more concentrated efforts to build a more
positive image, and this would help take care of the legalaters'. image

of older people and make them more aware of what needs to be done.

, I

There was another discusiion related to the involvement of local

people to provide more support with man-power and financial resources for

the ongoing operation of programs; that, where.Possible, this effort

should be made rather than always looking to the federal government for

the continued operation. ,Resources are scarce at the local level, this

is true, resources are scarce period, but theie are a lot of organizations.

Onemarticular one mentioned in the group was the church organizations; an
the great.potential that lies inthat particular part of society providing

real supportmanpower and financial resources. There were some barriers

that were recognized, but here again something should be done.

Going back and trying to focus in on sometif these'particular topics:

Under income, it was feltithat the real need was to'get a real strong

consumer protection bill because this would help protect the limited in-

comecome of older people. It would also make the money they are spending

more effective. Another area where emphasis should be placed is the

homestead exemption law whiCh has some weaknesses in it.' One of the major

ones is the local option aspect. Mr. Hughes mentioned there may be a

need to freeze the homestead exemption limit and this sort of thing.

Maybe what is needed is to try to strengthen the present law rattier than

try to'go to a larger limit.' One area to zero in on would be to remove

the local optiop phrase in there so that dt becgme a mandatory thing,

throughout the state. That raises the question of what happens, to

school systems where the major tax base is from older people? This is

particularly the. case in some of our rural counties where the young

people have left and there is a large older population. What is going -

to happen to those school systems? Mr. Hughes sugghsted that perhaps

the state could work out a subsidizing arrangement to compensate those

counties that were scverly impacted by the loss of revenue from having
7k
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this homestead exempAop for older people.

In relation to that discussion, there was a little broader issue,

the need for long -range planning. There is a real need to get the

state and local,- government to provide more emphasis on long-range

'planning rather than just dealing with the present crisis. This is

not to say we need to removetheemphasiS and to decrease our effort on

present needs, but we need to be aware that theremax be a shift. It

was pointed out in the group that by the year 2000, 25% of the total

population will' be 65 pr older. There wild be another. 257. in the 27

and below, whicH means we will have fewer young people entering the
labor 'force to replace those.who are being retired, There is probably

going to he a stronger force to retain older people in the labor force

as weget.closer info the 21st century. Here 'again, the problem may

take,care of itself because of the characteristics of the population and
the fact that people will be healthier and be working longer.

, One other area that wcs mentioned was the imagech'ange that is

necessary. It was suggested that what is-needed is to draft some
legislation that would provide for adult education of the older persons
themselves and for community education, a real public relations .kind

of effort and a real effort within the school system. Perhaps what is

'needed Is to have courses In aging-as part af.the curriculum from the

time you enter the school system and throughout the whole education

spectrum. There is a need for learning what aging means; learning the
skills necessary to cope with later Life and to expose younger people

to older people. The children who wrote Foxfire had learned that older

people had value and had somethingo say. And one of the things they

had learned from these older peOple was that, when the person had ex-

perienced all that they had werienced in their 70 or 0 years,.then

they had been able to.sift out a. lot of the nonessentials in life. This

helped these young people to get ,asbearing.ph4Where they needed to go in

their own lives. I think there is.a great value in the concept of having

younger people and older people come tbEether in a sharing experience.

And I think a good place for this would be in the educational system.

One Person suggested that: just as it is mandatory that all students,

entering the lIniversItY of Georgia have Georgia hie&p.y, perhaps there

should be a requirement to have courses in geronto166,snd field ex-

perience working with older people. Perhaps this is one thing that is

needed to have implemented in the edueational system.,

.

I think the main points in trying to zero in on what needs to be

done in the next year is in the area of income as it relates to the home-

stead exemption to strengthen' the present law; there needs to be a strong

donsuper Protection Law; and one other area I almost left, out is that we

definitely need to work toward having full, committed on aging in' both

douses of the'Georgia-Generel Assembly.

Hugh Gaston

InIceeping with some of the things Frei& mentioned, I think you

Would like to know that your Georgia Department of'Human"Resources this
year adopted'a policy which allows an employee in the Department to
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' continue to be employed, if that person wants to and if the appointing
authority recommends it, to age 75. I this is unique in state

government. As you know,..there are some 23,000 employees in this large.
Department of Human Resources; about 2/3 of the employees in state
government. I think that with the, fact that the Office of Aging is
-based in this department, it was fitting and proper for this first move
to-come from the Department .pf Human Resources.

Grdup D.- Susan Daugherty

Defifiing achievable goals is,no easy task, and we sometimes get
diverted when this is the assigned fflOk. The group we were with did
deal with some concerns, although we'did not really define achievable
goals. But this conferdnce.on aging, as any other like it, gives
/opportunities to explore, to aSk,questions, to learn, to pickup on
little things that are most urgent. And we have all arrived here with
bur own concerns, and some of the concerns, expressed by Group D are
indicative of the need for coordinated effort set forth in Title III of
the Older Americans Act'. Many persons at the service-giving level, let
alone the service need level, lack of information regarding resources

available. It was difficult to find an issue needing legislation while
the overwhelming daily need is to put people in touch with services

already available.

This:group expressed interest Jo, 1 cal needs, coordination, identi-

fying resources and advertising them. everal in the group;felt this,

need for information, either becauge th y are fairly new to the field or

they are'on the fringe of information. ere is a need to understand

the purpose and breadth of current legisla on--who'is to he reached by

this legislation and,.why, and how to build locally on this andi expand

services. The cry continues to know current resources in order to co-
ordinate volunteer services of agencies, organizations and citizens.
There is a need to work closely together to build bridges, to be willing
tc t-plore.how older, people themselves Can become involved in the

vo '..eer effort of giving as well as~ receiving. And as a source of
information, the tie-line was discussed. -AThe local.need for service
providers to work even more closely together is the red.1 problem.

A third issue is to' expand-the services availaple aL some State
Patrol offices, providing I.D. cards for non-drivels. This need for
idencificatio for check cashing and so forth is a recurring one, not
only among th se 60 and over who are ,not driving but for other non-

drivers.

r
So of the issues revolving around SSI were discussed. Someone

comment d on the fact that there now exists a bill which would change

things n that SSI recipients would not be automatically eligible for

food amps. So the question is, other than making it known td the

Sen e or to.senators, how can this confetencd respond to this"political

,reality? hen there was an after26dup discussion that revolved around

an ncreased-homestead exemptiot-and reduced property tax for persons

i
60 nd, over, but, the wording of a goal was not achieved074 Perhaps this
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conference has put a flastilight in our hands andwe can step out into
the dark and bdtter defir4 and deal with,feasible goals.

Group E.- Biff Parker 7

0

Some of. our priorities, are not ecessarily legisfati,,-.1 or political
in the strict sense bf the word, beca some of the problemi, quite
frankly, are with the bureacracy with which we have to deal when we talk
about'the problems of,aging. Let me go through a few of the items here.
There was an expressed need for a better clearinghouse for information
to the local communities on what is available in the way of funding pro-,
grams in aging, and also what is abailable to the aging or aged consumer.
We need a better way for agencies to have knowledge of they availability
of funds for direct programming at the local level. It was mentioned as
a priority.that legislation should be pushed to stop the action whereby
a raise in Social Security can mean an automac decrease in income from
other sources. Sometimes it also, means an automatic increase in the
outgo of one's income, such as raising the rent in public housing projects.

.0ne.area that the group touched on, by' the way,.is making sure that
the powers that be in the Administration on Aging and the Social Security
Admini'itration--all political and nonpolitical entities that speak for
and with the Problems older adultsdoe represented rore fully in a
conference such as this.

C

%Jo

The'old bugaboo transportation come up--you are never going to get
away from it, asit is here with us and it is going to,be with us for a
long time. It is high time we started moving more directly to get some
action in the area of transportation. One suggestion was to contact the
authorities in the field of transportation. Here are the problems chat
older adultsfacein -our community. "You should develop within our local,
community a system to meet these needs,'because you are the expert in
moving people about." Those of us who work and have worked in programs
realize we rum transportation systems quite often and we do not know a
'hill of beans about running transportation systems. That is a fact of
life. Here wA go playing Mr. Busdriver.

Another area of concern is more opportunities for\docai input of
people throughout the state. People in our group arefeeling left out
of the process whereby theyget heard and they were asking. too, "So we
identify some priorities, so we identify some goals; where is it going
to go, where is it going to take us?" And we did not struggle with that
because there were people in the group who said, 'I have,got to be heard.
1 want people to hear that'there are priorities in my area that nobody
is listening to." The point here is that people feel left out at the
local level and they are looking either'to society or to ongoing groups
at the state level to meet their priority need's.

A further area needing attention was in the idea of coordination- -
the growing together of the problems of older addlts with the problems
that I face in my life. The iro p ouched On that by saying that we
need to look At the possibility f getting tdgether with,the aged, the
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blind, the poor and fOrming a coalition. This would not simply be a
coalition of aging groups and older adults, but a coalition across the
board: The problems that older adults face are no different in some .

respects than the ones I face each and every day. The strength in
numbers ma, well be worth the effort of organizing at a much broader
level.

I was very pleased to hear Frank talk about the need for free
tuition. Our group was very concerned about the fact that older adults
should be allowed free access to state educational institutions. Several
were willing to.settle for just simply the ability to audit credit or
noncredit classeson a no-fee basis. I am, not willing to settle for
that. would be willing to settle for free tuition as a starting point
for older adults, but I think it is going to have to go further than that.
Education of myself and others like me for the fact that a few year from
now I will no longet be in the work force is needed. What am I going to
do at that point? There is a need in the whole educational process for
people to begin at a very early age to look at their whole life's plan
and look at their own creativity as it may be used at the age of 20, as it
may be used at the age of 35 and again as it may be used, at the ages of
55, 60; or 90.

The last suggestion from our group was this: The group said that
the State :Office of Aging should be playing a more active role In ad-
vocating for the Georgians; in getting the word to legislators as to
what the needs are in the state of Georgia, and in affecting legislation
for.older Georgians. There is a feeling there that the State Office has
not been doing enough in t 'his area. And there was a "Charge put to the
State OffiCe of Aging to indeed advocate for the needs of older Georgians
in a more direct manner.

I
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CHAPTER V

THE SENIOR CENTER AND THE'CITY
OF ATLANTA, A PANEL PRESENTATION

, .

--AL HORVATH, MODERATOR
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Al HOrvath, Moderator'
--A panel on the senior center.

Before we get into the major thrust of this session, the multi-
purpose senior citizen service and training center as a focal point
for service in the community, we want to talk about some.goals that
have already been reached, some notable accomplishments that have al-
ready been achieved. I have asked four folks to relate to us very
briefly just what has happened, What has been the method used to in-
terest local elected officials in the affairs Of older people. What
was their response, what did they do. We will begin with Rockdale
County; Mrs. Olivia Haydale is with the Community. Action Agency there
in Rockdale County. She will relate to us what has happened and so e
of the successes they have had.

Olivia Haydale
ftf

We in Rockdale County have, forte good many ydars, been interested
in the needs of the elderly. For years we had no mechaniiM; no oppor-
tunity to da anything about it. But back in 1968, our EOA office there
in Conyers decided to do something for'the elderly. We did not have
any specific program to start with, so we started, by organizing the
residents in the Senior Citizens Clubs. Ahisljeve them an opportunity
to voice their heeds and their concernso'Od from that we were gradually
able to identify certain things in which we could become involved. From
that we went to our Senior Activities Program in,developing a Se9.i.or
Citizens Center:" We had very limited funds with which to work, but we
were able to'start a recreation program. This mainly included classes in
ceramics, sewing, and different crafts. .We were only able to, start this
program through the help of the Conyers Housing Authority. They gave us
the use of a community building, furnishing it rent-free with.all utilities
urnished. They continue to do this and without this aid, we would not

.

e able to operate this program.
,

I Last year we began hearing about the nutrition program for the elderly
and decided to do something about,that. And now we have our nutrition
program for the elderly which involves around an average of about 120 people
who come-in five days a week for a hot meal at noontime. At.the present -
-we are averaging serving 5k meals day. Actually, we-hope ,to increase
that, number, maybe on a temporary basis. Again, the Conyers Housing Authority
.came to our rescue. They have give s a co unity-building, rent-free
with all utilities furnished. We eve imi d funds with which to operate,
and'We are still optimistic, st plan t expand this program. We are
looking forward to haing thes iwo program

-our
recreation progragl and

our hot meals program, housed in onebuildini.11 But means-that we would .4
have to come up with funds from some resource to, enlarge one of the community
buildings and create more. services through this resource. The total community
has been involved in this project. It wdrs not just a few pepple. We have
involved many types of volunteers from all walks of life, from all of the-
public and Viviteagencies, from ihe.local government, and from the city
and county., We still plah to give the local gdvernment a better opportunity
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of helping the elderly by becoming directly involved in furnishing funds
at the" local level.

It
(

has been very gratifying for everyone who has become inyolved in
this program in any way. We get all sorts of comments from the volunteers
1411 are involved and from the participants in the program. We feel like
this sit really one of the best programs that has ever been started in

, fiockdale co 4y. Although, at the present time we are only on jvt'the,
beginning . Thank you.

Al Horvath

o I have asked Terry Allen ,Ats one_of those 'four people to come by. He
is Director of Social Servicgs for, the Atlanta Model Cities program, and
is a person with whom I havg worked very closely. He gill comment on

Fulton County.

Terry len

'Thank y Al The project in Fulton County is funded by a combina-

tion ofIcounty unds and Title XVI, Social Security Act funds, and operates
in the model neighborhood area. That is the funding base for it. But
I will show you how the political proceis got us that far. Many of you
mayinot know that, we have in Atlanta what is called a Plan of Improvement,
passed in 1952 by the'General Assembly and adopted by the City Council,

and Fulton 'sCounty Commission. It divided how the two government
would assume many of what We call the hard-ware kind of activities: streets;

road, fire, police, etc. The county was to assume basically the social
nservices, in the administratio of welfare program, services to aged, ser-

vices to children, basically those we know as soft -ware programs. Over

those years since 192, we have found that the pattiep really did not look
at that partnership," That was what it was called - -A Partnership for Pro-

gress. In looking at that partnership, we felt and still feel that Fulton
County did not do the kind of programing that we thought necessary to pro-
.Vide adequate services to the citizens, including those aboye age 65.

In 1966, with he creation, of the Model Cities Progr , and subsequently

the development o the program In Atlanta, our problem analysis and decision
analyi.is indica d to us that a very large percentage ofithe persons living
in our commun y were above 65 and that some prograirshoUldSe developed
to address em. We addressed several probleMs initially in 1969 to deal

with that ituation. Two or three of those I will addrest now and try to

show how the city did.get involved. One was the'whole area of day

ca . We wanted to demonstrale beyond a shadow of a doubt that senior
it.izens could be involved in child care services in a meaningful way, and
that they could make some money and could provide a valuabp service that
was needed by the community. For the last three years, add to the present
time, we have maintained that as one of our. primary goals in establishing
a massive child care program that involved senior citizens as child care
workers. We have, at this poinE now, agreed with the Board and the execu-
tive of the Senior Citizen Services that,we have adequately\demdnstrated
this activity.
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Now What we have done is,td involve the city through one of its pro-
grams where neither the city nor the county would make the adequate move
in terms of providing the services. We have done it through a federal
-program, we have demonstrated it and nuw we have spun that program off or
institutionalized that program INith in the -city, because the city accepts
that persons above 65 can be employed insa meaningful way in child care
services.. Also now, a part of the ;Ian 6 Improvement got the county to
provide a portion of the local match for the continuation of this program,

hedadse it demonstrated` that senior citizens can in fact be involved.

Another program we 4flnitiated there is one we called Homemaker Ser-
vices, which was operated\ky the.County.- Agkinif the County officials
are here, you will just have to hear the truth. What we had to do, we
had to force theCounty to say this is its responsibility. If it is your"
responsibility, we will give you themoney to do it. We gave the county
the money to do it, the county did it for three years, and last year at
the end of our funding the program our evaluations showed them over and
over again what in fact this type of program would do. And, as of Janu-
ary 1, 1974, the County of Fulton did pick up and provide the local match
for our Homemaker Service project.

Another project that we felt 'very strongly about,was a Senior Citizen
'day care servicel, which we call a senior citizen personal services pro-
ject. It was to provide all of the day care kinds of things for senior
citizens, to keep older people frombeing prematurely institutionalized.
We provide a setting in one of the housing projects,to provide ,this ser-
vice to our senior citizens. We also felt that the County would not

'

respond appropriately, to this situation. .The politics of it got so closre
in terms of funding the program that-the County 'said to the City, "Look,
we will fund half and half, we will give 509, and you 'give 50%." I think
Al and I began to negotiate with the County just in terms of initial dis- .

cussions'fid proposals in Augupt of-that year. And,we kind of sat liown with
the County Manager and said, .WSir, here is something we feel is valuable,

.

something we feel is-n4ded, something we demonstr(ated beydna a shadow of
a doubt." dAnd, at the same time, we had odr sohaeituents ready behind
us to sa? the sathe kinds of things. It juqtiso happened that-the County
felts, I suspect, a real nqed to provide the kind of services we were
talking about. So.what we-felt we have done through Model Cities, and we, .

. will give the City full credit for this ao, is that we have institution-
alized in this commcnity'threePrograms for the elderly thatwe feel axe
very, very nepessaryin terms of Providing some.minimaI level of services >
at this time. ,

What-we are also interested in doihg, and I want to reassure Al of
this, is that as-the City moves into what we ,p21..7.`kriow as the Department
of Community DAvelRpment and Human Resources, that again we will be focusing
in on these same kinds of problems. AClux initial position was to establish
and demonstrate the need4to such as extent that it can be expanded to in-
clude the'total community- -both Fulton and DeKalb-Counties and, the metro-
politan community. So, our Strategy atthis point-is to move toward an
expansion of these programs. That' is, expaOion df-tlay care services to
include senior citizedfs as workersitgpapsion of Homemaker Services Pro-
gram which'provides services Lar f)ersons who are in the home, and to
expand the number of dayicire centers for senior citizens.

( )49
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One.last point... Another part of the strategy was, after'the City of

Atlanta gave responsibility for planning to theAtlanta Regional Commission,
what.we then had to do was look at how to work with.itl, So what we did was

say, "Okay, if you guys are going to have your centers, all around the city,

let's construct these centers so as to be able to add'on staff in time'to'

come up with a full day care center." The ARC was. saying, we can only do

the nutrition part of it because that is the only money available. And

, we said, "Okay, if you are going to have& nutrition program, let's build
a director in first and as time passes,we can find more money. We can

add to the social work capability."

So, what we Aid as a part of the strategy was to build a base on which

you can build a more comprehensive program. Now we have some seven or

eight nutrition centers around the city that sooner, or later will be able

to develop into full day care centers. What we will be able to do then,

in terms of the cost on thae, is to involve the churches at various levels
in negotiations in programming to assume some of the responsibility for

space, cooking, and so on. We have a strategy designed to meet the total

needs of senior citizens in time. Of course; .keep in mind that if you

approach it from the standpoint that we are going to do everything over-
night, you are almost going to lose your battle. What you have to do is

say, in 1975 we would like to expand, bur program to include ,twO more

centers .or one more center, or negotiate it out. What we are going to do

is qn &priority basis establish with. the City Council, then the Mayor,

activities on a step by step basis until we each that capacity whiCh we

feel is adequate to serve the community. at is the strategy we are

employing at this time.

4

Now, how do you'get to that is the crucial question. You must really

identify what your,problems are,'make them very clear. Politicians listen

to problems, to what / call problem analysis, you must define the problem

very ,clearly to a politician. You have got to determine on a-very prioritized

basis what kind of programs you are going for this year, on a short term

basis, and also on a long to m basis, in term of what you hope to do, say,

in ten years'. So, the probl analysis is very clear in terms of long

and short range-objectives.
4

.

The other thing is the decision analysis,
(
decisions that yot feel.yoU.

need' to make in order to influence the political process. Again, the poll.-

/ tical process is influenced by people. People are the folks who vote. And

you underttand that this becomes very, very clear as you move in the politi-

cal afena. Another thin we found to be very important was that of the

f
environment. When I say environment, ] do not mean the.centeror what
odrtlounds the center, t e trees, the grass or whatever. I mean those

-forces that come to play oh senior citizens in this community. The Roll-

.
ticians, even if the businessMan happens to be a triilionaire, realize that

he only has one vote. But in terms of the influence of money and how money

flows in this community, that person has a great deal of influence. And

. the politicianis much more'llkely to respond to, the. tuber of persons who

may in fact vote or not vote,for him. Two things about politicians: they

will not vote against children and they will not vote againseoId people.

'That represents something significant in how the political process_ responds

ito the problems of Communities-. 'Thank you.

4
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Al Horvath

Cheryll Schramm directs a multi-service program in Cobb County. She

is with ,ile.Miarietta Housing Authority. Her program has tremendous support

and government assistance: Title VII funds, Title III funds, Title XVI

funds, and a lot o -local funds. It ts/a great program.

Cheryll Schramm

,
About two years ago, Cobb C9unty did not have, as far as'I'know, any

specialized services for the elderly. We did not have EOA, we did not have.

Model Cities, so we really had/to start fromscratch.' In the summer of

1973, Title XVI funds became available. They were available for about two

months and we lost them again. Then starting January, 1973, we picked

them up again.

First of all, I will, run through the services we provide and'then tell

you how wefund:them. We have approximately seven services right now.

First and probably one/of our biggest components is transportation. We

have six vans, and all are radio equipped. They take people to and from

sr thedoctor, the drug/store, shopping, etc. We served over 7,000 people

last year just in transportation alone. Cobb County is faiiiy spread out,

it is urban and rural and we found transpprtation wasone of the biggest

needs.

p

Second is chore service. We have ten home visitprs, all but one of
whom is over 65 years.of age, and a lot of'them work part time. They do

house cleaning, tpersonal care, and they served over 2000 persons last

year just in/chore service.

We have lour senior citizen centers, two in-Marietta, one in Acworth,.

an,one in Austell. We consider them. multipurpose centers. We provide

recreation, edicational and cultural activities, outreach, information and

referral, transportation and escort services at all these centers. That

includes 160 meals a day, and I would-say that about 140 of these meals '

have /to be transported daily. Some of our vans transport at least SO

people a day. The nutrition'service franottleebig component and we are

averaging about 160 meals a day and we have to hold there because that is

hoW many meals .Cobb County-was allocated in relationship to the number of

senior citizens we have.,

We have outreach services, and we sponsor the Senior.Citizens Council

of Cobb County, which is made up of 25 representativei from various clubs

throughoue the, County. They meet once a month, and exchange information

as well as having a political thrust. They just elected -a new board of

directors and one of the people is one of the Commissioners of the :

'County, So, we feel that this will be advantageous, also I.am not
sure about the other counties as far as one agency adminisbering

all the services to the elderly, but I feelthis has'been,an advantage to

us. We only serve people '60 and over, and so then we can bedome very

specialized. As I said, we lost our. Title XVI money within three months.

Now title XVI, as you khow, is used w people who are recipients of SSI,

current and potential ecj.pients, w was very'limiting. So we went to
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Cobb County. for Revenue Sh..ring and we said, "We want to provide transpor-
tation, chore,servize and all these services to, everykody who needs it."

Cobs County Pave us over $30,000 of Revenue Sharing fun s, therefore allowl.
ing us to serve anybody 65 or older. If we had not: had Reklepue Sharing we

would have been limited by Title XVI and we just could not ha7 done it,,
because there are just too many people that are just on the borderline.'
What happensd, though, was that Titlist XVI and Revenue Sharing cable back in
January 1973,'but we wereowithoutjunds,for two.months. Sothe'United
Presbyterian Church carried us for one'month and the Lutheran Church ofN
Minnesota carried us for the second month. So, support came in from all J

just have to hus.tle a little bit.

Presently, we receive money from Title XVI t? operate transportation,
chore service, and the nutrition service. We receive Title VII and Title
III from the Atlanta Regional Commission through the Office of Aging. And
%4e receive Revenue Sharing and public money. About.$33,00Q is Revenue
Sharing, money, but we had to get at least $13,000 in public money for match-

ing. We also.' have a lot of comMunity'support; The recreation departments
and the extension service provide local suppfirt. The entire program is
sponsored by the' Marietta Housing Authority. The Marietta -Housing Authority
only operates in Marietta but they picked up the progian for the entire
County. We have about five sources of cash money and about 13 sources of
certified money, including my salary: The Housing Authority pays my
salary and then loans me out for 85% ormy time and then they can match
85% of my salary.

41te

Td give you an idea of where we want to go, the Cobb County Lions .

dlub has contacted us and they are presently starting a 'drive for senior

citizen discount cards in Cobb County. We are going to Use the Senior
Citizen centers to administer these discount cards. People would come,

they would get a card that would last a year and we hope tio,have the larger

stores honor it. Right now; the Chamber of Commerce and the Cobb County
Alliance Club are working as a team and we would expect that this will be

.pa reality within a couple of months.f We are also approdching the.news-
papers and having them run a column it least weekly, but hopefully daily,

saying what is going on with senior citizens. We feel that this would be

advantageous so people could plan for retirement and then know what is
available.. We also hope to approa40 the County, somptime inthe'summer to
encourage them to start an Offioe of Aging onttheirfpwn; this would not

conflict with any of the other state organizations or local.q This would
be somebody-on the county level to be aware of what is going on and to

he4 us coordinate it: The more services that comejnto the County, if
they come under ore group, it is easier. for people to know what is available

and to utilize them. So, hopefully,-as day care money comes available and
RSVP becomes a more localized, community resident program, we hope to ab-

sorb all of,these and become a specialized' service just for the elderly.

Al Horvath

I would now like to introduce Charles Grant. He is the Assistant,

Director of.'the Community Action 4ency'for Clayton County.
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Charles Grant'

Some of the la ger programs take a longer ,time to explain than some
of the smalldr prog gas. 'Clayton County-is a small County and it does
not takeery long toex0.ain about ;,Clayton County. ye got into the
senior citizens .buaidess back in 1967 with some tremendous assistance from .

Mr. Al Horyath,,Jalso Mita-Kay 4ernigan, And' we havd.been able to identify,
a lot of the needs that Our senior, Citizens have. During that time we
have had some Viry'.exciting things happen with ns.and. also during that
time we have had-Some very'excellent.and dedidated people working with-
the program. The key to our pro aril'haq beeeyisihility in being able
to keep our Oogram before the co unity. ,WA have had a tremendous amount
of publicity focused on otir proir and I think that through this media
were_able to convey tee our county commissioners4theiled we have for them
to give usi local suppprt. . /

A
4

We, too, have pany,of the programp that you have a1ready heard dis-
cussed. .14e have a;nutrit1on program where'we,av serying an average of
60 people a day.' We have had ik operation:since4i967, a multipurpose '

center and we try o be very comprehensiye in.meetingthe needs pf the .

elderly in our County.., The major point that I want to make, however, is
the response we receive from our county commissioners and our local muni-
cipal authorities. Now we halm had some very conservative reaction in

.

the initial stages of the 'program development. But there has been a change
about in the county since we have'been in operation. OurloCal municipal
governments are now becominaware of the program and how it is meeting.
their "needs; and.they do come arotA4 and.inspect,the programs and become
involved. They become involved in the policy-making bodies and they make

, a firm commitment. They advocate when they are in County Commissioner's
meqpings and also in municipal meetings. We have been able to.make our
magch fbr our programs each time we have been called upon. I was particu-
larly thrilled when Ms. Bartle and Mr. Horvath were helping us pull together
our nutrition. program. We did not 'know whether or not we were going to be ,

able to pull our match loCally. But we were able to do that through our
County Commissioners and we do.hee a very dynamic executive director that
I feel sometimes our local officals are afraid to say no to. She is half
Indian and consequently sometimes she gets her tomahawk out in some of the
public meeting's, So I think we have a good thing going there. They would
rather deal with me in a more milder way than to face Wilma Shelnutt.

Al Horvath

Thanks;, very much. Several things I wanted to say at this point, mov-
ing into the Session on multipurpose. enters as a focal point for services.
Leading up to it, some definitions And this sort of thing which I am going.,
to omit. We do have a slide presentation that will.kind of give us a feel
of what we are talking about. We art not talking about exactly what you
are going to See foe Atlanta, but I think it will give us a, little bit of
feel, esjecially fbr some of you who have not been exposed to a multipur-
poce.center operation. You will get a better feel than you presently have
for this type of service. And then we will proceed to three persons who
will then describe to us how we might implement something like this with
many additional significant demensions in Atlanta:.
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(At this time the slide.yresentation was made.)

Sophia Deutschberger, who has been a long-time Oorker in this field,
goes back 19 years to,one of the finest senior center types of programs
in the country up in Nashville, and has picked up much experience there
and in Athens, Georgia, is our next speaker.

Sophia Deutschberger

First, let me say that every center that is established is not neces-
sarily a multi - functional or multipurpose center. They are partly that,

but it depends a great deal on the purpose, how it is set up and who does
it as to what is included in the Canter idea. We have come a long way,

baby, and I really mean it. We have been fighting for many of these things

for 25 or 30 years. Some of them are beginning to become a reality. I

think that the interest that this group here today Shows in some of the

problems is tremendous. I am very glad that you are all here and interested
and I hope some of the goals we talked about'are going to be met.

The one thing I would like to say about a multi-functional center is

that it is applicable to rural communities. This is not something that

only can be done in cities as large as Atlanta, or Athens, or any of the

other cities in Georgia. The primary purpose behind these centers is to

act as a central source for activities for older people. It is not a

specialist kind of thing. All people can be interested, and in Nashville

we bad to finally set a limit at 55; the members did this themselves be-

cause the program was gaining auch.momentum that we had younger people

coming in and.we had to limit activities because of that. Everyboiy who

fits into that age group can benefit..from this' kind of program. Whether

you are used .,to a lot of money or used to a little bit, whatever your

cultural background; that other things have happened to you a loss of

job, a'loss of standing in the community, brings a feeling of togetherness'

with these people. As somebody has said, they get down to the hard nitty-

gritty things of life and a lot of the incidentals get --west out. They

know what they want, they know what they can get and they take advantage

of it. .

The main factor in a multi-purpose center in a small town or.a small

community or county is that it can centralize administration. And today

with funding the way it is this is very important. I want to emphasize

right now that in order to do an adequate job, you must have a person at
the head of it who is trained for this particular job, who can choose
staff. who meet the needs of that, particular area. We have lost a lot of

time in trying to use well-meaning people with some skill but who lack the

overall perspective that this job needs. 1 am pushing very hard on that

because I think this would save an awful lot of time and effort in our

counties if we get adequate people to run the centers. The one in Nashville

has a very small staff, and I think they.now have 3,000 or 4,000 members.
The executive is a well-trained, experienced person. But the people who

really do the kind of work in the center .that needs to be done are the

members. This was true from the very beginning. We had only been in

operation a short time when a members' council was set up. So that the

-membership did the plannin4, they do an awful lot of the operating, they

t
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conduct their own classes: They reach out into the community, they chi
public relations; It is their center because they are involved.

The main thing I think we need to remember in Georgia is there are
large distances bdetween one settlement and another, that money is scarce
and that we have to utilize what we have to get the most from it. If

, there Can be a centralized spot, and it does not have to be the biggest
city, then the9 an serve as the resource for a surrounding area which
can be large or small depending on transportation. This is working for

some of the meal programs and I think it can be worked out here. I think
6 ,,we have heard some very good ways of hqw to get your local people involved.

The central spot can be a large building or a small building; you should
-provide some services there, and I will go into those in a minute. But
it can also serve as a resource for ..naller groups within the community.

-In Nashville, we started with a central spot which was very small with a
very small staff. And aV that developed, there also developed a number of
satellites, we just called them branches ip the old. days. They have their
own prbgram depending on their particular /needs. Some of them met once a ,

week, some met two or'three times a week. All the resources of the central
offices were available to them, including health care, the district nurse,
spetkers, other members of,rhe central office who were members, no 4 staff,
who had something to, contribute. At periodic times the branch people came
into the central building so that they too felt a part of it. They had a
representative on the council and some of the decisions made there affected
not only, ,the.people at the Central center, but tlio all theones out in.

the branches., This could be done here if a County set up a center and
then worked through the other smaller places where there were enqugh people
to be effective. . ,

'The kinds of things that can be done in a multi-purpose center 'include
those things which ate individlial, those which are, group and those which
relate to the community. I can read off a list of thingi just to give you

. some kind of-idea what can be done. You can have your social services for
individuals whO have specific problems. You could have information and
referral. You could have transportation, you could have an employment
committee. There could be many he'Olth projects, depending on the need of
that particular spot, much of it preventive, health screening can be done'
by the public health Npartment. Corrmunity services would be not only
the community contributing to the center, but the center people contribu-
ting to the community. And there are a great many people who can work
out in the community if they were given some kind of stimulation from some-
body, regardless Of who }it is.

4
One of the groups I worked with in Nashvill was a very limited group,

they were handicapped, they called themselves th decrepit group because
that is the way they felt. ,When we first met, -t e only things they talked
about were shrouds, believe it or not, what the were going to be buried in
and where. And over a period of time, they gre , in spite of their limita-
tibns, and became very active. They did not mo e.around but they made
things. They made any number of quilts and lap robes which they gave to
poor people. And by poor people, they meant those peOple who did not come
to the center. It was an extremely important t us to see these people move
out of this kind of depth into something .which meant so much to them, be-
cause they were again beingdseful and contributing to other people. 'That

part of the program, 'L think we developed fully.
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Tfie center can become, because it is adMinistratively feasible, a
center for receiving funds for all.kinds of programs, and funding, As
everybody has said here today, is very important. But the foster grand-

,///'parent program certainly can become a part,of this. The meals programs
and the day care fits right in. The meals-on-wheels and telephone re-
assurance can be done by the members themselves. Transportation certain-
ly 4.s a big item. Plus receiving and making available all the other social
work services that aze in that particular area, like Family and Childien
Services, Social Security and employment; these are all very important..
It cadbe a-drop-in spot where people come when tfiey want to when they
feel able to. We had a number of people in Nashville who had their sched-
ules made out so they would came to the center on one day and stay home
and rest on the next so they would geta variety of experiences,but did
not wear themselves our.

.

The other thing I would l ike to advocate" is we drop the word '!Senior
Citizen." We become slo familiar with it that we Ilse it. But if you talk
with people in the oiler age groups, you will find they do not like it.
They do not like being called Golden Agers, Silver Hairs, and all the things
which really typify somebody who is4W1king around with their, cage and can
not think and cannot do anything. I;do not have any solution, but I like
"0161er Adults" better. Hopefully,somebody will come up with a title that
is not degrading but gives the kind of emphasis to being older, wiser,
and really knowing something about what is going on. Maybe.one of you
young people can come up with some kind.of idea on that.

I think if we can use a multiz-functional center, we can demonstrate to
the community and to the powers that be that it can be done on a smaller
budget,maybe thadSome agencies have been using pow; but that they get a'
full share of their money's worth and there is not the sorcalled waste that
has been going on. By really centralizing activities, by using resources
that are there, by developing resources, I think we can fit into the funding
that is there. But we are going to have to sell the idea. And in order.. to

sell it, we have got to believe in it oPrseives.. Thank you.

1

Al Horvath

Dr. Payne is Aoing to try to relate to us briefly ways that we might(
tie the multipurpose sexvice center focal point into a univerAity system.

Barbara Payne

Dream a dream afiout,what might' happen. I have learned in the Iasi year
that agencies, state and local agencies in this,community, are anxious to
get together and do something new. If they back you and support y6u, they
become your good friends and a lot of things can happen when you have a
network of people like that. We would have never had a degree program at
Georgia State without funding if it had .not been for the State Office, for

JimThorson at the University, and so on. This kind o'f learning,,of what
we could do when we got together, helped. us determine that whether we had
funding or not we,would try. We did it and we had a.great year.

4
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A :Now let'us-dream srething"bkgser than we have had this year. My
biggest dream is that we have hereviin Georgia a.degree program that is
not. centered in any one school but is System-wide. That is my bigge,st
dream. And One of the ways to go about developing this would be through
a center in-Atlanta, because of the numbers and centrality, not because
we are better or greater than anybody. It is a good place to be where
agency people can get together quicker. This does not meap to exclude
any other-part.of che'system, but would be a place to,coordinate it. We
are the onlyischool to.offer a master's degree program Specifically in
aging, and A 4re going on to start the Ph:A, program in the fall. So,
we are ready academically "6 begn,to be the cradlein which some of this
can take place. Cooperative work with :the University of Georgia this year

4 has assured me ,Chat, this .toes not have to, be a Georgia State' affair at
all. It can be ilJniftr6dpy System-:wide 'activity.

,

We can have a multi-purpose senior center..that is different from
. 4these'you saw on the'board, but which includes some of the same eleme

Let me suggest What I mean. We need a uniVersid!A-baked center that ould
provide for us some of the things that ar° already going en, ur
Quality of Life seminars, But is a centet which,not only older rsons
come to,.but one where 'college students come., .By,being located on c pus,
we can involve those who are'being trained, both younger and older pe\ople,
1.7ho prOvide 'services for the older people. Vhey will meet and mingle, not
just older people, but older,: and youngp.t"i)eople in the center. And we
cpuldave there these specialized se vices and referral.. This would be
a.piaCe'for 'training people who are going to run centers and special pro-
grams' in other. places, for credit or non - credit kinds of education, 'It
would bring together allthe resources of a University to bear on such
cent s, things like consumer education, counseling, and special types of
programs. Let us dream a bigger dream.

it 6
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MARGAVf KUHN

I am:honored and excited and touched to.be here and I salute all
of you, my peers who are survivors like I an of the vicissitudes of a
modern, technological age that is sick. We are reasonably healthy and
we are here: and I Salute the young rivobates who are all around us
and who have new roles, as we have, tu be the healers of a sick society,
if indeed the society can be healed.

A friend.of mine, dameronliall, who'is 69 years old,,my age, des -
"cribes three stages of personhood. He used to say mankind and weorkdd
on him a little bit and now he says personhood. He says there is child-
hood, and everybody knows what childhood is; how children are supposed
tb behave and how they are programmed. There is debate about that. And
then there is adulthood and there is a big debate as to when adulthood
begins. Is it when one has a driver's license, when he is allowed to
take a drink, when one votes, when one is drafted and allowed to be
killed in Indochina; when adulthood does begin is a big debate. And
there is an equally big debate, as to when it ends, when we become wrinkled
habies, candidates for second childhood, to be just sent out to play.*
There is that third age which Cameron describes very distinctly, and
,you know that you are in that age when people begin to day, "Maggie,
how well you look!", "You lookmarvelous, Maggie!" As if we are some
kind of freak that it is possible to be old and well and reasonably
well put together and functioning. Because I am small, people often
look at me like a toy, 'you.know, that continues to wind up and still
keeps running. Again, a freak. Now, I an exaggerating this, but you
all know what I mean.

I feel we can all say things to each other because we are advocates
of each other. At a group like this, this histdric conference, we must
level with each other. Today I would like to talk, first of all about
the sickness of our society. I believe it is sick. We were talking over
lunch as to how sick it was and whether it indeed could be healed;
whether certain kinds of technological sophistications and our preoccu-
pation and intense %'dolatry of profits and productivity will plunge
`us into some kind of irreversible human conditio from which there is ,

no turning back. Now, I haripen io believe that there are signi,of
healing and hope and renewal and jurist tiny, tiny new beginnings that
have the possibility of turning this society around and healing it of
its sickness.

Let us,look for a moment at the symptomatology. Much of the work
in today's world is meaningless; absolutely contraproductive in terms
of human fulfillment and personhood. People are on the assembly line
day after'day or engaged in endless shuffling of bureacratic papers,
only, for the paycheck. And there is fierce competition for the paycheck,
even among the professionals, who are fighting desperately for their
own survival,' the survival of their agencies, and the meager crumbs
that fall from an affluent table to what they propose to do. Work is
meaningless for millions.
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Our society is sick in terms of, the whole "health delivery system.

The healers have become the dealers. .The, doctors fought in the 50s

against What they thought was socialized medicine, the use of the Social

Security mechanism to provide for some kind of health delivery system,

are now getting fat and rich from the same system that they tried to

prevent. I say this, speaking in hyperbole, knowing that there are
dedicated doctors, and there are dedicated medical students who are

trying very hard td fight the system. But the system itself is very .

sick. I had the privilege 'recently to speak to the freshman students

and many of the faculty at,the very.powerfdl medical center at the

University of Kansas - -one of the great ones in the country. 12 milliOn

dollars is being qxpended there_for anew science center, and some 60

million is beingexpended.for a newput-patient depattment. Enormous

power, enormous ekpertisef' entirmous competence and enormous technology

is centered there. When you fly over Kansas and Missouri and see the
scattered villages, you recognize that the geography and the lack of

mass transportation. will prevent, by public policy, the people Who really

need this system the most, from getting to it. People who are forgotten,

-hidden away in rural poverty, are deprived of that. There is no judge-

ment in the Kansas University center about the money they are spending

And the compounding of the non-delivery system of health services that

syStem represents. Ahd the medical center at Kansas University is just

one,of hundreds! So our medical 'system is-sick.

The welfare system is also sick. Because of the fact that there are

so many elderly, poor or near poor, we arc rapidly cementing into a

completely,ossified society a permanent poverty class, by public policy

and by corporation policy, by corporate irresponsibility.

The whole arbitrary, compulsive retirement syst4m that has infected

even academia is another sign of -sickness. No. matter, how much you know

or how many years you have worked and demonstrated your faithfulness,

and your skill, the magic age whl,ch we got from Bismark is 65, and out

6'0-grass. Maybe I ought to say pasture - -it is a little mohe acceptable.

But:it may be grass, it just could be.

There are many things that you and I know about our sick society.

It seems to be counterproductive for the people who are attempting to

heal people, and whose agenda is person-centered, to try to accommodate

thosq people,who live in a sick society without raising their voices

and human energies to the healing and directing of social change in the

society. Most of the things that have been attempted to ameliorate

the condition of old people are service centered, service oriented. The

goals are to serve. Now, I am not denying that we need services. We

do. But the services have to be redirected, rethought. And some of

the energies of the people delivering services ought to be directed

to the root causes of the agony, the suffcring, the tragedy, the human

taste that znable the services to come doWn the pike. It is not easy

o get people to act. The services in many, many instances,increase

and compound .powerlessness and perpetuate our apathy and our indafer-

once and the great pressure to sign, ourselves out. To put ourselves

in those glorified playpens and just play and forget.

Of O
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Now, this is not what we are into and not what your 'goal is. I

want to powder this gloomy view of society and I want the people who
are delivering services to &Meliorate the gloom. I wpuld like ,to
think positively about the human resources that all of us fepresent
tobe directed towards ome new goals.

,
a

I feel sad about many of my peers who are so brain damage&, .noe
brain washed but brain damaged, by society, that we devalue ourselves,
we lie about our age, we.dye our hair, we take elaborate precautions
never to disclose how old"we ar,,e. And in the process we waste ourselves;,,
we flush away the kind of resource that we have got that could'save
ourselves and savesociety. So olie of the first things that I say to
my peers is, "Look, shape yourself, get up Off thatvcking chair,
getout of that playpen--use the experience'that you have go*,"

Only we who have nothing to lose can change the'system. Now.
the ,people who are caught in the sydtems, and some" of you. here are
Caught in systeMs, you cannot escape if you step out of line--you lose.
your necks or your shirts, or however, youre penalized.I. You are
caughtby the system. But we can bet your advocates, we can be your
tools. We can be sent on your dangefous missions, to rock the boats,
to rattle the cages that you are imprisoned in, and'exer4se some
very important changes. We can use our very weaknesses, (:)11x depriva-

tions, our losses, our infirmities as powerful and devasing social
"comment. I would like to cite an instance or two: Olive Shepard,
now deceased, just six weeks before she died, took part in a large
public demonstration that w4 helped organize in the public Board
meeting of the Southeastern Transportation Authority. We were preSs-
ing for mass transportation tha reallyigorked; and for-busses that
were teeny built for people in teed of to make more profits for Gen-
eral Motors. Olive Shepard suf ered years with lupus and her legs were
terribly bruised.and bandaged nd were horrible to look,at.,,She
could have stayed home and hid en !hem and said, quite rightly, I am
too ill to take part today. B t Olive came with a verTsliCt piece
Of guerilla theater. She had lith her a box that was the exact height
of the bus step- -two and a half feet high. And she demonstrated for"
those high and mighty members bf the Transportation Board how imposgi-
ble it was for a person with any kind of handicap, young or old, to get
on that bus step. They had just completed a big, fat contract with GM
to manufaCture mare of those busses, some 30 million dollars worth of
no -human transportation equipment. And one of the Members of that
Board had to get down and help Olive onto that bus, that box, the sym-
bol of the bus step. I wager that he never forgoeitI he probably
never rode the bus himself. But Olive with her weakness, Olive with
her infirmity that did her in Six weeks later, was a very powerful
and effective social critic.

So, there is no excuse for us at any age or at any stage of our
human impairment to not be the critics of thi's sick society, and in
the process, to begin to heal it of its infirmities. And, to use our
infirmities as powerful antibodies that will ultimately release new
healing agents. The role of old people as social critics cannot be
underestimated. And I would hope that xou will find in your centers
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and in the.placeswhere people are having congregate- meals increasing

numbers of people.who are complainers. _And instead of putting them

down, that you would enhance them. And; that you would channel their

rage and their sense of .indignity and cherish this and encourage them

in their social protestibecauSe they are your Advocates for some

very important changes ifyou seek them.

Now, another role for old people in'our gocietyr'is to test new

models; to test new models of thinking,. to. test new models of living.

New economic structures are all possible for-us because we alone have

nothing to lose. some of you.,have heard me say no matter how.many

times I demonstf,Ate, no matter how many times I yell and holler, I

am not going to lose my Social Security. It is not very much, but it

is mine. Nor will I jeopardize my pensibn. Those"of'us who are in this

happy state of freedom, if we are truely liberated, can be the libera-

tors of society. And, indeed, this is our vocation.

What are some of the new models that we ought to be trying out

and developing? One is a very firm and continuing commitment to a

coalition with the young. It is marvelods,.it.is justone.of the great

surprises in my life, that I have been permitted to know and work with

so many young people who are deeply concerned and committed to th;s

burgeoning field of the, aged. It is just a fantastic thi,ng.. They are

teyond the professionals who are committed to this task. There Are many',

many other young people in high school, in junior high, in'all levels

of college and graduate school training who can be our co- conspirators

for change: And this coalition, ,again, 'Is an element of Surpride for

society, which has taken elaborate pains to isolate both the young and

the old. The model of a coalitional' style between the yOung and the

old is something that our society 'really needs for continuity, for a

contimun,of life, and for the joining of enthusiasm and the idealism

and the vigor of youth with the rememberanceand the experience and

the acquired skills of age. Now, those twoqorces.can be harnessed,

and if you have the capacity to keep that in tandem, then some great

chews couldcome about, despite all the contrivance and connivance of

society to keep us apart.

Let me run down some of the cor4monalities between the young and

the qld that we discover immediately as soon as we'get together: Both

the young and the old have an identity crisis. We have an identity

crisis if we are women and our live's have been defined by husbands

and children and we have never discOvered who we are until we are

widowed and alone. We haye an identity crisistif we are career people

and are terminated and separated from our,jobs And if we worked all

ourlives, as most of us who are gainfully employed have done, it has

completely preoccupied, comletely preempted all of our life, just earn-

ing a living and surviving. And when that ia_gone, we are gone. And

many, many peoOl do no have the psychic energy or the social skill,

the way back into a system to use thg experience they have got. So

they are lost, destroyed and'ultimately, rather quickly, die. So that

the loss of identity and the recovery of identity for the young and the

old is a very important and profound search and it can be accomplished

to such beautiful ends--tOgether.
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Another-kind of commonality is the way in which our cashless society,
that is built on ,a whole Complex.of.credit mechanisms, deprives the
young and th(old of any kind.of viable credit. The young have to be
sponsored by,th0r parents in order to get credit. And the old folks
have to be validated by our adult children,in order to get credit.,
There is not a banktilare are a few banks that we have rattled at,Id'a
few places that gie loanS--that will give a,per'soal loan to a/person
-over 65. And, these n47 reason you get it because you have iot money
in the hank and then m do not really ndtd that damn loan 0 you have
got money in the bank. But'the banks need'tO be reminded! The bank
president is a human bei g and he too is going to get old: and he too
may have trouble.getting redit. And the, young have .tohe released toy
b.e the protestors With us,' to fight a sys,tetirthat is (iiiemOnic and depress-

ing for both the y9ung and the old. And if we could really shape up
some of those systems it would help people in the middle years tremendously.

- Another thing that young people and oldjkople* have in common is
the drug scene. This may surprise you. The young people are the victims
of the pushers and we are victims of pusher§ too; only they are a differ-
ent group of pushers, sedating us almost to an inch from ohlivion, a
veetable,state. I 'am talking about the drug companies that use us

regularly as guinea pigs and that, foist off on the doctors all. kinds of
'samples that the doctors try out ofi us to help us forget our aches and
to bury our infirmities in drugs. So, the young and the old have a great
.deal in'common on the drug scene. No old person in his right mind ought
not to understand the young, that they smoke grass. You know, that is

,the way it is.

Both the young and the old halle problems with sex. And they are
both treated in kindof an infantile way. There is an awful lot of
research to be done on the:way people in institutiohs, old people in
institutions, and young.peop16 who are in institutions are emasculated,
castrated by sysEeMs. In most retirement homes, you are not permitted
to visit the ,opposite sex in their rooms. In one, I understand, you
can visit up to 10 o'cI!ock, but you keep the door open--always. And in
many nursing homes) is the rule to, separate spouses to the man's

wing and the women', wing. At the moment in life when one needs com-
Tanionship!and 101ie and the ability to touch and be with the people that
you have lived with and whom you have loved, the system deprives you of
it;terfible, tyranical, inhuman. And this is by the best,.well-meaning
Oople in the world who are taking care of us wrinkled babies. We could

go on and on.

This is the age of seLfrdeterminacion and liberation, and the radi-
calization of the elders is following in a noble train of liberation
movements. The black people started it in this country and made, it stick

that this is a racist society. You in Geprgia know exactly what thii

means, because some f t e dearly fought battles were fought on these'

groundA where Marti$ Luther ing lived, died and wils4;mried. This is

where the liberation struggle had reality. The women who are-seeking
freedom from the domination of men and their own personhood are remind-

inging institutione,,states, churches, all kinds of places wh re men and
women work, live and have their being, that ours is a sexis society.

And the old people now are making a very powerful point, hopefly, ,

that ours id an'ageist society, discriminating against the young and the
old only on the basis of chronological age. It is assumed that when
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you areyoung,yodrexiietience, what you knoW, does not matter because
you have not had any experilnce, you have tibt lived that long. And it
is assumed that when'you are old, what you did way back is worthless..
The whole society has been, seduced by what I calla Detroit Syndrome--
only the latest model is desirable, only the latest model is sellable.
We'make things not to last but to wear out, and Very powerful social:
forces constrain us to buy new things because the old things are use-
less'. The same kind, of obsolescence our technologically sophisticated

'society builds intdpeople, and' we regularly scrap7pile them. The
'abominable, the abysmal, the wanton waste of people in our society is
.what the powerful battle against ageism is all abodt. This ii,why
we need to be.adVocates of each other to correct this waste.

Every institution, every corporate"'structure ought to be challenged
On the basis of an arbitrary, fixed, compUlsory retirement rule. That
simply has to'g. This morning you heard some demography. If by the
year 2000, that is 26 years of grace we have to correct-this waste, if
by the yeai 2000 half of the people alive will be scrap-piled, arbitrar-
ily and compulsory retired, the puFe economics of it is frightening. '

Who is going topay. the bill to maintain us in near poverty? Who isr
And who is going to do the work, and who is going lobuy the goods? The
whole thing +.ill collapse. It will not only be.sick, but it will be
dead. And this policy has been so firmly ingraind that the cut-off
date is-not 65 but 60', and there is one big corporation that would have
us out to grass at age 55. And there is no.judgement on this kind of
waste. It is assumed that that,is the way it is; so there are all
kinds of'services,,thene are.all kinds of mickey7mouse 'Olings to pre-
pai,e peOple to play, to cultivate their hobbies, to take.another trip.
Nop to challenge the system that makes trips unecessary; that is what

)
it is alt'abo t. Now, lots of the people we talked with who are plan-
ningning retirement policies in the personnel offices in these large and
rich'corporations sai,,'"Well you see that is an impossible thing for
us to attempt' because this is the only way in Fhich we can moue out
the people who are nonpiquctive." We are not impressed with that ar-
gument and we say that is no excuse for deplorably, poor personnel work.

Why haven't you; through the years, enabled people to grot4 and learn and
become filly productive people?\ Why does there have td be within cor-
pration society this*steep pyramid of power, a pinnacle where there can
be no movement on a.horizontal plane? And no movement from one category
Of work and product'ivi'ty and c,reativ\ity to another without .losing caste
nd losing fade? We institute a monumentally wasteful policy to get

of our foolish taistakee. This,policy haa to be challenged and changed.
And you,who afire in academic'circle's ought. to be challenging your systems
"oh this very point, on.tehur,e. People ought to be able to retires at *

30, 35 if they want to. But there ought to be no cut-off date, whatso-
ever :

Trying out new models for size involved challenging corporate
structure and there are a small group of Gray Panthers who are training
themselVes to be stockholders, responsible stockholders, getting up in

' stockholders' meetings and. raising, some very embdrrassing questions. Just

buying a share or two of stock= -you know, with the present state of the
stock market, it does not cost tbo much to get a share or two--can plug
in on some very important work that needs to be done together across
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corporhte structures and keep that pot boiling. Now you have got po-
tential recruits in all your centers, in all of the places where you
move and have your being. You could maybe usesa little of the pin money
that you raise to buy a share or two of stock in each of the main oil
companies. This is another ki d of strategy, a new model.

,
.

Then, there is another way to defeat the whole economic system.
That is to go the cooperative way, the communal way,. Now, another new
model that I think,,older people should be into, and this is whyI be-

,
,...... lieve so firmly in what you are doing in teems of continuing educations.

I'wouldgo beyond the goals thaOyou have described in such a beautiful
way So that one offEhe,goals of continuing education would be that we .

will in our old age equip ourselves for this responsible role. You
could deyelop cadres of oyd Refple clear across the state that would . ,

untimately get*themselVes onto every public board and begin to influence,
public policy for everybOdy. The transportation authority, the plan-
ning commissions at every leVel, the housing aqhorities,, the school
boards, the advisory group that oversees 'law enforcement and the police.
Thee ought to

,

be:Ehe.00mpOnent, the input of the elders constantly; °

not simply in terms'of old folks' issues--that is not gooioenough:
.

,We'who are getting ready to meet our maker some time or other
ought td have something other than our own selfish goals in mind. And
oue liberation is not just to get brownie points for ourselvesalthough
ORO knowse need them. But for the humanizing of a. whole society, for
the governance of the Whole tribe. We are the elders4Of the tribe. Now,
we cannot be'responsible tribespeople and eldereld'eri s withodt refurbishing
our minds', without the mental stimulation of being w#h the ypung. That
is why continuing education is so terribly important: And degrees would
be skill banks; would be furth6r validation of this tritical role, this
critical input. You could have a brain trust on any subject you wantft
to address, that could be sent into high places. Developing a strategy
with you, the professionals, could turn this whole state around aid make

,

the beautiful center that you have her an example for the rest of Ameri=
ca. You have got many things going for you right here, and I dare you
to dream big and dangerous dreams.

.,

The'other development of new roles for,us old fOlks is in th*role,
of consumer response and responsibility. We are the .largest consumer
of health services, as we know, and patients have Yights. The Amerioap.
Hospital Association adopted a Bill of Rights for patients in.l972 that
has not been'implemented. All of you who have access to people.who are
'ill, who are in hospitals or extended care Institutions ought to be
about tilt business of organiiing patients' rights committees,, and begin
`he first efforts of informing anybody. who ds.infirm or ill af'his or .

her rights. It will not get clogged in the 'channels that presently
gum up the flow of information. Our Gray Panther groups in New York

.
and in Chicago have taken on the healthghty health empie. 'We have had a ,,

C lot of fun teasing the AMA, We have got nuisance value, for one thing,
but we have also got some very powerfurallies. As.responsible consumers
'of.health Service we are no longer g'bing to take the kind, of stuff that

?

the medical profess'on has dumped on us, or the kind of wastage that
goes on in every nursing home. We are still alive and are humaq beings.
We care about a sick society, and we,oare about the pebple in all walks

of life and at every age who are shafted by our present medical 'system.
It is just awful. '
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Now, we have an ally with us, the MediCal,Committee for Human Rights.
Some of you who were in the civil rights marq.lies of an earlier decade
know how iMportint the Medical Committee for Human Rights was in binding
up the wounds and going along the lines of march, the people wh2 were
walking.in Georgia, it Mississippi, and other parts Of the SOutl. Now,

that Medical Committee is still aLitie and they are powerful allieb for

taking on the AMA. These are 'hat members of the MA. They are respected
members of the medj.cal profession. .They represent many of the brilliant
young doctors,armen.and wouvi, who have not gone the routine route. An-

,

other powerful ally of ours is the newly organized Geriatric Division of
the American Nursing_ Association. They are tired of the cliche that
the doctor is always right. They are tired of the technology that de-
prives them of the bedside care of the patients. They are tired of other
kinds of things, the oppressive systems that collide and compete within
the average hospital and the non-delivery system to lieople In,the rural
areas who deprived of access to any medical care whatsoever: They
are jpined" with two retirea orders of nuns: The Sisters of4kercy and

The Dominican Sisters. They are marvelous gifted women who have given
their liv4 to serving others. In Weir old age, they are on the picket
line. And it will not hurt our .causea bit to haverthem in their habits

sitting on the front row.

The AMA Convention is having it. meeting in all its glory in tilt
Marriott Hotel in Chicago the latter part of June. And we are having our

second counter-conference. We"will have an our agenda all the things
that the AMA, will haVe on its-agenda. And'we will get headlines. We
got headlines when we took on the National Conference on thd Aging

earlier this spring. The Chicago Daily News neglected to publicize,
the AMA's conference on the Agin. But we got lovely Gray Panther
headlines saying, "The Gray Panthers Give AMA the Needle," and indeed

we did. We cited the fact that there was no geriatric medicine being
taught in any pf the medical schools, that the whole medical profession
is hung up on crisis medicine. There is little or do attention to

health maintenance, to the positive health of body and mind. The

prevention of disease is environmental protection;'we, need a massive
medical assault on a sick society and the factors in the society that

make people sick. Doctors continue to heal,people one by one and send. ,

them out into_a sick society.only to be sick again. And this has to

'stop.. '

In five,states there are hearing aid bills pending that have been
bitterly opposed by the hearipg aid dealers. In Iowa, Massachpsetts,

)Maryland, New York, and Pennsylvania, bills have been introduced to,
protect the hard-of-heating consumers from the fraudulent sales of

hearing aids. And it, will cost you, a consumer, upwards of 200, 500,
to 500 or 700 dollars to buy one of them. And along with it you buy

anywhere febm a -100 to .150 dotTars worth of service which you may or

may not need. And you are probably being 'sold a hearing aid that will

not help your deafness at all, although the hearing,aid dealer has told
you that it will cure your deafness, which is a lie. So the bill that

we are shepherding through in those five states is to protect the con-
sumer, to providefor the registration of hearing aid dealer, and

to restrain the hearing aid, dealer from selling a hearing aid without

a dpctor's.prescription. Accompanying that is a consumer's guide to
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the hard of hearing, the hearing impaired. Incident ally, there are 15
million people with hearing loss in this country, and a large propor-
tion of that numer.are' over 65, so we are not dealing with an incon-
siderable segment of society. We are dealing with a segment of society

,

.

for which there is little public sympathy. Hearing-impaired people 0

Iare the subject of cruel and insensitive jokes. Their desperation and
!their frustration are so very great because they are not ,tuned in to

what is going on. they cannot even hear television, many of them, so
I

they yield to the temptation of walking in the hearing aid shop and
1

4

asking fqr a hearing aid. Or, some well-meaning child who is tired'of .

yelling Will buy somebody a Christmas present of a hearing aid that is
gust no damn good. So, consumers need to be protected, and hearing

Iimpaired people with them hearing impairment. can be a very powerful
Iforce to get that legislation passed despite the powerful lobby of the 1.

dealers.
I

In conclusion, I would like to say some things tp the professionals. i.

This radicalization of the old folks, I hope,,will not come too soon.
You can help it move in a direction that I see needs to be reversed.

'So much of the work that is presently being done on the political level
is addressed'to cad folks' issues, and probably in the short run this
is necessary. We need basic chartges in Social Security--I fee4that the
whole Social Security mechanism has to be completely overhauled, not just
bandaids and patches here 'and there--major surgery. The whole pension
system needs to be 'overhauled, and a lot of other basic changes need to
be instituted. "But beyond the so-called'old folks' issues, there are
basic systematic changes that have to be done for the benefit of our
whole society. And we who are most free, if we are truly liberated,
and if we are truly concerned about those who come after us and leaving/
a legacy of a peaceful and just society for our children and grand=
`children, have to move away from a purely narrow self-interest role.
You professionals'can help us move in this direction to achieve some
element of transcendence beyond immediate needs, to look at the needs
of society and pur children, the young, who must be encouraged to stay
alive and who wil'not survive withoUt our'good offices. Now, too, you
are no longer to be paternalizing of us. In some instances you unwit-
tingly are benevolent despots, with the best intentions in the world,
You intrease and.compouod our pbwerlessness. .you rob us of the right
to determine whether We are going to have cake or cookies or what gamest
we will play. br whether we will no play games. And, your'role is to 1

energize, to, organize, 'to enable us to be fully human; and to be the
advocates of each other and to be the advocates of you, and of the goals
that you seek.

Mass transportation was mentioned this morning and I am so grateful
for,the reports that were so carefully delivered of the discussions that
you had yesterday. Mass transportation is a ;major system that does rot
work. When you organize a'car pool,, when you finance a van, that is
just a bandaid, you take the transportation authority off the hook, ,ou

'really do. They can get by with a non-delivery system. What we need to
do is bust the highway trust,and you have got the strength to do it 1

right here. You know that 4e of every gallon of cas that is pumped pes
into the highway trust fund to build more airb..ct, more.jetports.

1

' Millions of dollars are diverted from a transportation system that would
serve the people instead just serve the politicians and the highway,

.
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construction people and the people who build jetports. They get rich
out of that kind ofcontract. And the speople whose land is bought get
very rich out of that kind of jetport sale. But the people that Milo
Fisher is talking about and that all of you can think about are deprived
and forgotten and destroyed. We can get people to the moon'. We have
got all kinds of hardware moving around in space--billions for outer
space -- nothing for mass transportation. That ought to be on your agenda
and you have got the troups to deliver a very powerful wallop on that
whole thing.

Every one of your centers, every congregate feeding group could
be a staging area for social action. Not everybOdy is going to get out
and march, ngt everybody is going to yell. But a few will, and your
Sob is to find blose few and to encourage them and keep them at it and
keep themypliye so,ttey will. Because massive forces will attempt to
silence tWem and suppress'them and put them aside. But they are your
allies, they are your advocates. They constitute your new criteria of
success to the extent to which you are able to mobilize them to be
change agents.

Now, I happen to believe'that there is a mighty universal plan that
just might be the Creator's, surprise, that the people nearest death,
that have suffered the greatest deprivations of physical and mental loss,
are the ones who are chosen in the 70s to point to the new life. The
old folks, the rople you' love and serve, my peers need.to be radicalized
in their old age. 'There are three great things that happen to you when
you get old, and I say this in love and encouragement to you young. For
one thing, if you have done your homework, and you have got.no excuse
for not doing your homework because you have a new continuing education
center here that will enable you to do your homework fulltime. You will

deserve the -right to speak your mind. And if you have had to hold your
tongue in an earlier age, it is great to speak your mind in your old age.
And the second privilege isftthat you will have outlived most of your
opplsition, and that is a really great benefit. And the third thing is
really a kind of miracle, that out of this outreach and out of this new
relationship with the young, a goal that trancends ourselves and our
own selfish interests, comes a new kind of energy, a new life force that
empowers even the frailest of us, like Olive Shepard, to turn this society
around.. Thank you.
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We live in a society almost hopelessly committed to economic. lorcps

which determine virtually every,aspect of our lives. Since I believe
that what is bad for America is worse for the elderly, it is appropriate
to ask ourselves what is the general context of the society in which
the special problems of the aged come to our attention. The theme ofmy
address, "the future of governmental contributions to the quality,of
"'Older persons' lives," appears dismal at this moment in our history.
However, I,hope that we are witnessing h.short-range phenomianon in a
long-term movement which will soon show improvement.

Permitme", preliminarily, to set forth some of my credentials, my
own biases, so that you will have some better idea of the background from
which I speak; perhaps, why ,I view things as I do. I am into the seventh
decade,of my existence. That gives mega sufficient credential as an older
citizen. I have bAen serving as President of the National Council on
the Aging for the last two years and have had some. first hind experience
with the elderly during many years of participation in that organization.

have a number of predispositions, biases perhaps, which 1. want to share
with you because,they.affect so strongly my outlook on the problems of
the elderly in this country.

I have a strong commitment to voluntarism,. the belief that thee is
a voluntary sector in American society that gives our country a unique
quality, making it markedly different from virtually every other nation
in the world. It was a quality which Alexis deTocqueville described
eloquently over a hundred years ago, when he made his remarkably insight-
ful analysis of American society. DeTocqueviIle pointed out that only
in America was there a third independent sector, that in addition to
government and busineds, there existed in the United States, almost in-
numerable voluntary associations: Whenever a few Americans got together,
they instantly organized themselVes to do some good work. And they did
this work without any thought of making profit or serving the government,
--purely voluntary action. Those of us who have lived all our lives in
America are so accustomed to .this phenomenon of voluntarism that we tend
to believe that this is a. part of all human society. It is not. In

most parts .of the world, this three-sector balance is unknown() We take
for granted the existence of a three-legged stool, the public sector, the
private sector, and the voluntary sector. One of the enormous strengths
of this nation, a strength which in many respects,puts us ahead of other
societies, is this contmitment to voluntarism.

I shall return to ,this in a moment because I think so much of our
'work with the,eiderly must proceed through that voluntary sector. But I

think it is important at this point to comment on a remark made earlier by
one of our young reporters. He stated that "politicians will never vote
against children and they will never vote against the older people." Now,

I wish that were true, but, unfortunately; it is not. Politicians hate

voted against the old folks often, and voted against young people*many,
;
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many times. Politicians are not always fully aware, Wand not fully
responsive to what the needs of people are.

I am saying that government must of necessity, and properly so,
have a limited advocacy function. When the point was made earlier_ to-
day that Mary Kay's group should have,been more aggressive in its advocacy
role, my own feeling was that the Commission here in Atlanta has already
been aggressive enough.. I question the appropriateness of placing too
strong an achiocacy responsibility ,on an agency of government, becauSe I
think this invites tyrannical government. What makes our country, so
uniquely strong is this ability to create an influence which is separate
and independent from, governmental power: I'm sure you have already
detected my bias that mdcgovernMent can or should be trusted too com-
pletely. There must be Voluntary associations of people who constantly
watchdog the exercise algovernmental-power. ,I was glad to hear Jean
Bartle say that all sorts of funding were required in our efforts for
the elderly, not just the efflorts'of the federal establiihmeut.

My second brodd assumption is that most difficulties that arise in
connection with the elderly in this country can be subsumed under a large
over-,rching problem. I wish I had a better word' than "image!! because
the term has been so loused up bWhe advertising world. But I cannot
think of another. The image of the elderly in'Ameiica is disastrous;
Maggie used the words "brain damaged." We have managed to give Americans
an image of the elderly that is a mischievous source of innumerable pro-
blems: And so I,tend to view many programs for the aged as subordinate
to the main thrustof getting Americans to look at older citizens in a
'radically different way. A

I believe education is the key to making the necesSa y change. That
is why I come to this campus whenever I am invited. The p tential of
education to make a change in our present attitudes toward.e elderly is
one of the few hopes we have. I am thinking of education here not in the
traditional, conventional mode which simply reinforces old stereotypes.
I am thinking of a new kind of education, some of which is.found here.
Most importantly, however, we must appeal to the mass media. More
Americans learn more from television every day than they learned or now .

remember from their long years of schooling. This would not be bad, except
that so much of What they learn from televtsioh is learning things that
are not so. The older I get the more convinced I am that many of our
troubles arise not from people who have inadequate knowledge, but from
those who believe things that are not really so. This excess baggage of
erroneous beliefs that we carry around with'us gets in the way of appro-
priate action more frequently than our lack of knowledge of'what has to
be done.

Lastly, I enthusiastically ehuorse Maggie Kuhn's emphasis,on the need
for transcendence in the long run. The way to make it good for the elderly
is to make it good for all Americans. And when you are making it good for

''the elderly, you are making it good simultaneously for all Americans.
lhose approaches are best which simultaneously serve the highest policy
and the broadest constituency.

V
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I think we must be careful, tt-erefore, in our advocacy positions
not to define too narrowly what it is we are trying to do for older
people. Whenever we do that, our selfishness in the long run under- .
mines rather than enhances what it is we are trying to do.

With that introduction, I want to turn very briefly to'the.govern-
mental picture,. What is it we can expect from the government in the
fiscal year 1975. the picture is extremely disappoiriting at the moment.
We have not properly arranged our national priorities. 'We have a budget
of unprecedented sizes some 304 billion dollars, a figure impossible to
understand unless you'are a mathematician by trade; some 304 thousand
million dollars, close to a third of a trillion dollars.' These are
enormous numbers which few of us can really visualize. Of that figure?
some 86 billion dollars is going the Pentagon. I am not arguing
against our military expenditures, because I believe the present world
political situation requires that we maintain a high level of military
purposes and what it'belleves it can afford to assure a life of dignity
for its older citizens.

Abruptly, we descend from hundreds of billions and tens of billions
of dollars to the relatively small sums we are talking about for-older
people. Instead of dealing with billions, we are suddenly dealing with
relatively small numbers: millions of dollars. I believe it was Senator,
Church who pointed out that in fiscal 1975, the Administration proposes
to reduce funding for aging by 15 million dollars below the present
appropriation,.tha sharpest reduction in the history of the 'Older Americans
Act, a dubious distinction for the present Administration. At a tim9 of
extraordinarily high expenditures in all areas, the total amount of aid
to the elderly, is cut rather than increased. What it comes down to is
that the new budget includes virtually no, funding for every progpam which
had been given an open-ended authorization under the Older Americans
Comprehensive Services Amendments. In short, all the good rhetoric of
the past few years has not been undergirded by money appropriations. In

virtually every category the funds available have been reduced rather
than increased. Fortunately, in some small areas; as in the areas of
training, some slight improvements have beenmade. But when you see what
the improvement amounts to, the sum, although riot trivial, is pathetic
in terms of what our needs are. The increase to be made available for
the whole state of Georgia amounts to $50,000. Two educational institu-
tions represented in this room have requested a sum equal to the allowance
for the entire State.

To return to the pivotal problem, -- projecting a new image of the
elderly in this country, I present for your consideration the thesis that
the problems facing the aged could be minimized and in some cases eliminated
if we had some way of doing away with the destructive stereotypes we hold
on to concerning our older citizens. We have to start asking ourselves
what we elderly really are like and what we can really do.

Looking back historically at the approach we have made to the im-
provement of life for the elderly, we recall that perhaps the first pro-
blems to be recognized were the biological and medical implications of
aging. Early on we became concerned with the question of how'to extend
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physical functioning of the human organism. Gradually this approach
was expanded to include the concern for the psychological and emotional
factors. But as'we studied these psychological and emotional factors,
we bedame increasingly aware of the fact that what appeared to be
individually caused was really an outcome of social factors, a conclusion
we have heard frequently voiced at this meeting the last few days. It is
not just a question of adjucting an older person to p society. All too
frequently in is the society which needs to be changed.

0
Now, we know that he is as mucky determined by psycho-social factors

as the simply biOlogical. Sociology is fully as important as physiology
in understanding the'life of an aging person. On my last visit down here,
I told Barbara (Payne) and her group that I was delighted that a geron-
tology center in Georgia was developing around a. sociological-psycho-
logical emphasis rather than around a biological-physiological one. This
is precisely the approach we need most urgently. Also, we are recognizing
more fully that the pibblems of the aging are most importantly related to
the economic and social status of older citizens, an insight which has
been expressed eloquently and repeatedly here the last few days. We were
all struck by Dr. Binstock's point that despite actual incAases in
Social Security, the net result of other economic factors has left our
older people in many respects poorer than they were. Remember that we
live in a society where, by and'large, economic level determines social'
level.

Combining all these concernsbiological, psychological and social- -
we wind up with a new idea of retirement and its consequences for the in-
dividual and for society. The elderly do not want to be rejected, they
do not want to be respected or honored simply because they have lived a
long time. Not that there is anything fundamentally wrong with that idea.
In my travels I have observed many cuXtures which venerate anybody who is
successful at staying alive. The mere ability to remain alive constitutes
a component of respect and there is much to be said for that approach.,
But we seek something more today. We want to be respected, not just be-
cause we have managed t.o stay alive. We want old,er people to be honored
for what we are still doing now and what we,are able to contribute tomorrow.

The new image of the elderly that we ve to develop will say to the
young people and the middle aged, "Look t us; your, pictureof older
people is out of focus. We have the ca acity to work and contribute."
How tiresbme we older people feel whedyoung people say we have made
America great and now we deserve to be rewarded. And they send us home...
how ridiculous and cruel. We older people w-nt 'to continue to te used,
respected for what we can do. And we do not want to receive "well-deserved
rewards," "being sent out to grass," as Maggie puts 'it.

Goethe wrote, "Man does best, after all, when he shapes his surroundings
himself instead of taking shall from them. The whole world lies before
us like a great block of stonxe, before the architect, who only deserves
that name when out of the crude mass he can build a vision of his soul.
And this, with.the utmost economy, clearness and decision. Everything out-
side us is only raw material." I might add, everything inside us. "But

deep within our spirit lies the creative power Which can fashion forth

4o9
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what opght to be,'and will not let us stop until we have, produced it

eithe'r within ourselves or outside us in one way or another." This vision
of,doethe,..this view of p fuller life--"to fashion forth what ought to be "

_seems to me to'be the inner core of the new image of the elderly.

Only as we hu4the new image will the politi2a1 power of the elder-
ly on governmental operations be maximally effective. The Members of the
Congress, the members of your state legislature, your local lawmakers,
all are marvelously sensitive to what the people want and 'demand. It is
our own self-image which has attenuated our own expectations, our own
aspirations. We want the elderly not to be.re,garded foe their eccentricity.
We don't welt older people regarded as a perPetual sourct. of problems.
We are not always part of the problem; very o'f'ten we are partOf the
solution. Theiproblems we associate with theelderlY are the results of
constraints, sometimes !downright obstacles, we have placed in'their path.
The problems we have been listening to Ce.se.last two days; the problems
of. inadequate income, inadequate medial attention; inadequate trans-

. portation; inadequatg housing -- the litany is very long - =these were
not created' by the inadequate elderly. They are the result of inadequate
public poli-of inadequate understanding of what Sociaf'Security, housing,
health care legislation should.be in the 1970s and beyond. *.

The mass media stress the frailties of old age. ,Look at howve are
presented on television: crotchety, irascible, short-tempered, stupid:
much of this apparently brought on by chronic constipation. What.ein,_

unattractive group we are--presented to tens of millions of people hour
after hour by the mass" media, especially the tube that people look at
%or many more hours a day than they look at books or any other source of
communication. Our present social pattern defines the role of older
people. Our mass media label them obsolete, compels them to retire,
diminishes their social status, directs impediments against the use of
their potential, so that this great potential is wasted, atrophied and
finally extinguished.

America's elderly, numbering over 21 million, are being subjected to
_ the worst,type of segregationi because, in effect, society does every-

thing it can to segregate them from life itself. They are looked upon as:,
some kind of shameful secret, kept out of sight, out of hearing, and all
too often out of mind. Bdt all this does not have to be. There can be .

gold in the golden years. t am not suggesting that all the elderly are
wise and can or even want to remain actively iniolved. But in a population
of 21 million aged, a population greater than the population of our six
smallest states combined, there are millions of well and able, as well
as those with problems and the frail, the poor and the isolated.

The ,image.problem of the elderly contains some interesting anomalies. ,
People of position, wealth, or popularity who continue to function are
rarely thought of'as old. We all know that Jack Benny is. well over 39.

But how many of us know'he is well over 80? Who thinks of the most widely

viewed actress in. America as a senior citaen? But Lucille Ball is a '

senior citizen. We overlook the age of( older people who go on doing things.

ti
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Meanwhile, the mass media continue to'project negative attitudes,..
inaccurate information and stereotypes of.aging whidh become self-

fulfilling prophecies. Indeed, television, with the greatest impact

among the media, actually reinforced public misunderstanding. Unfor-

tunately, and this is worst of all, the elderly accept these notions,

accept'this negative portrait of themselves. Along with their youth

they are deprived of their self-esteem.

4
Fortunately, there..are a number of agencies -- governmental,

educational, voluntary -- combining in an effort to change all of this.

The. National Colmaittee on the Aging, during the early days of my

presidency, put together a project to study the mass media, particularly
the electronicaledia, with the idea of establishing a national media re-

source center which would relate information about aging to the needs of

the media. Our NCOA report concluded, "Meaningful change can come about

only if there is a long-term commitment to provide the media with the

necessary leadership and catalytic action to assist it deVelop, utilize
4$:

and distribute programs and services for and about America's elderly."

At this last public talk I shall be making as President of NCOA, I

am glad to tell you as my own administration draws to a close, that we

have developed an arrangement with a major philanthropic foundation, the

Clark Foundation, to establish under NCOA auspices a national media re-

source center. The'first funds for this project have already been re-

ceived, and we have just completed a nationwide search for leadership.

The former president of a national network will be Working with us. We

are really going to learn the language.of the enemy. We will now have

in our own corner one of the men who in the past helped project unfor-

tunate.stereotypes .about older people. We shall tap every source we,can

to help us project the new image that is required. We are going to

provide the media with the necessary leadership, the material they, need

so desperately.

As,i first step, &comprehensive study of public attitudes about the

aging has been undertaken, and is already 144,11 underway. We plan:to spend

some $300,000 to develop the most comprehensive study of ag'ing ever made

in this country. It is encouraging, just fora change, to be dealing not

with -- piddling sums, but with funds appropriate to the size of the problem

we face...., Our.NCOA.resource center will not only stimulate the media to

.,develop more space and coverage of aging, but encourage a more positive and

accurate view of our older people. We are going to have private meetings

with key leaders of the press, the films, television, and radio. That will

get tg the legislators and the legislative halls throughout the, country. We

are going to have background briefing and editorial conferences in some 15

to 20 cities of media resource representatives and.editorial boards of news-

papers and magazines. .We are going to conduct seminars for public service

directors of radio and television stations. We are going to conduct regional

workshops directed to the graphic and electronic media. We shall issue a

monthly newsletter, which will go out to all the mass media. and establish
systematic contact between our resource set-up and the agencies which day
after day presently project what we consider to be an offensive image of tens

of millions of Americans. And we shall provide the nitty-gritty items
like press Icits,,mats, feature stories and photos which we will prepare and
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distribute to the people who run the
In short, there is a partnership now
educational and voluntary, to create
mass media.

mass media throughout the nation.
of various agehcfesrgoVernmental,
a new image of the elderly in the

I want to close with a tribute to the leadership of this emerging
gerontology center -- Barbara Payne and James Thorson. They are

demonstrating how inter-institutional cooperation can provide an edu-
cational facility which will not only diffuse knowledge but build a mare
humane and stable sociaL orfler a society in which some measure of
human agony can be replaced by the joy which flows froka the never ending

use of, human potential. M ;
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